
 

Improved Elevated Atmospheric Railway.

How shall we get in and out of this great city 1

As it extends its limits far into the adjoining coun

try, business streets become yearly more difficult of

access, and it is a matter for serious consideration to

suggest some plan for improvement that shall be

practicable and popular ; for whatever degree of in-

cars on elevated tracks, and many plans have been

published for this purpose. Herewith we illustrate

the latest, which is operated by compressed air.

Compressed air has been used as a motive power

on railroads, but a supply had to be taken into a

tank at a station sufficient to drive the car or train

to the next one. This involved the necessity of car-

compressed air is required. It is designed that this

railway be built entirely of iron except the stone

blocks on which the iron columns stand and to which

they are firmly bolted. Being entirely of iron, and

out of reach of wear and tear by being driven upon

by carts and carriages, it may be set down as inde

structible.

 

CAEYL'S ELEVATED ATMOSPHERIC- RAILWAY.

-

genuity and energy is applied to overcome natural

obstacles, if the people conceive a dislike for it the

enterprise will fail.

All who see the city cars daily know well that they

are not only disgusting to those who possess the

senses of sight and smell, but inadequate to the

work demanded of them.

Underground railroads have been proposed, but

unless they be well ventilated they will be extreme

ly injurious to health. It has been proposed to run

rying an immense reservoir, which made it, so far as

explosion is concerned, more dangerous than steam

as ordinarily used.

In the annexed illustration it will be seen that the

objection above mentioned is avoided. In this case

the supply of compressed air is carried the entire

length of the road ; and the reservoir of the car may

be filled as often as the car is stopped to set down or

take up passengers, without delaying the car. By

this arrangement neither a large quantity nor highly

Before describing its several parts, we will men

tion the advantages claimed by Mr. Caryl that this

road possesses over street railroads as now in use :—

It would not be obstructed by snow. Its two systems

of roads, or four tracks, would occupy no more room

in a street than is now occupied by a double-track

road. While the lower or accommodation car would

take up or set down passengers the same as street

cars now do, the express on the upper tracks, not

being liable to meet with obstructions, would bo run

■
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A NEW NAVY.

Austrian power has not happened at sea, we have

Fy.2

at high speed, stopping- at regular stations. A road

ten miles long, having on its several tracks 300 care,

constantly moving for eighteen hours, would be sup- An idea is spreading that we have no navy fit to

plied with its motive.power for $300, while the same cope with vessels throwing shot of from 400 lbs. to

road would require 3,000 horses to perform the same 1,000 lbs. weight, of which one vessel has just paid

duty, at a cost of at least $1,500. Cleanliness of the us a friendly visit. Eight years ago, we began the

street incident upon the disuse of that number of reconstruction of our navy, and there is now a pros-

animals ; reduction of the wear and tear of pave- pect that we shall have to reconstruct it again,

ments and lessening of the noise, etc. All these are Never, we believe, were the Admiralty so much in

of small value as compared with that of the increased need of the best engineering—as distinguished from

comfort and facility which would bo afforded to citi- nautical—advice as now. Although the defeat of

zens.

The details are as follows :—

The columns, A, are firmly se

cured to stone sleepers beneath

the pavement, and to the tops of

them is secured the wrought-iron

tube, B, extending the entire

length of the rood, filled with com

pressed air by means of steam en

gines at the ends of the road. A

vertical wrought-iron plate, C, ox-

tends internally from one column

to the other, to strengthen the

tube. This tube has cast-iron

hoops, D, around it, firmly fast

ened to the lower part of it, the

hoops having in them a mortise

or step for the brace, E ; the upper

end enters u mortise in the verti

cal post, F, at the top of which is

affixed the rail. To the bottom

plate, I, the vertical posts are tied

to the cast-iron hoops at both

upper and lower ends, by iron rods,

G and H, as shown in Fig. 2.

Figs. 1 and 2 represent a car

suspended from the rails by means

of iron bars, K, between which is

an iron frame, L, that slides up

and down. Through tho frame

pass axles on which the wheels,

M, that carry the car, revolve.

The plate, N, is clamped by the

wheels, 0—one on either side—

the shafts being geared together

and driven by engines in the for

ward end of tho car. These are

the driving wheelB. Beneath the

car is a tank, P, for holding com

pressed air. The main tube is filled

with air by means of stationary

steam engines at one or both

ends. Tho tank beneath the car

as supplied with compressed air

from the main tube by means of

horizontal pipes, K, attached to

a revolving collar, Q, fitted to a

casting on the main tube, and con

taining air passages. These pipes

are provided with suitablo valves

to admit air to the tanks, and are

fixed at proper distances along tho

line of the road, at points whero

the car stops to take up or set

down passengers.

A section of tho road, construct

ed as above, but disconnected

from the main road, and support

ed by a single column, will be employed as a turn

table ; the column, being revolved half round, carries

tho track and car with it ; each end of tho road has

such a turn-table, which is to be operated by the sta

tionary engine that pumps air into the main tube.

Tho upper tracks, S, are intended for care moving at

high speed and stopping only at regular stations.

Each car will carry its own engine and air tank, which

is supplied with compressed air in the same manner as

the accommodation or suspended car. At stations

stairs will be required to ascend to the level of tho

track, and bridges to pass to the cars. The fare be

ing paid at tho stairs, conductors will not be needed,

and a^rge saving will be made in that item.

Tho inventor of this plan of atmospheric railway

is A. H. Caryl, of Forgeville, Groton, Mass.

 

had a lesson, which none who can think for them

selves can reject, as to tho dangers of resting in fan

cied security while other nations are doing their best

to surpass us in the efficiency of their instruments

and engines of war. While we are wondering at the

size of tho Rodman 15-inch guns, the Americans are

preparing to make ordnanco to throw 25-inch shot

of nearly a tun weight. We are standing still or

retrograding, and have not a 13-inch gun we dare

take into action. We have failed, with our very best

service gun, to destroy even the Royal Sovereign's

turret, and wo know that other nations which have

adopted the turret system are now making them of

a strength very far indeed beyond that of the Royal

Sovereign's. Wo may make what allowances we like

for Yankee brag, but wo are told that Mr. Fox, the

j Assistant Secretary of the United States Navy, was

Luck is ever waiting for something to turn up. I ready to let our whole fleet hammer at the Mianto-

Labor, with keen eyes and strong will, will turn up nomoh for two days, provided we would afterward

something. allow that vessel to work ton hours' havoc upon our

ships in return. Let another Trent affair arise, and

we may have scores of monitors upon us.

For our own part we are bound by no professional

prejudices in this matter. We have, before now,

criticised the turret ships adversely, but we could

only go by such evidenco as wo had before us. Capt.

Powell's experiments upon the Coles shield of 1861

had not been published in detail, nor had the Royal

Sovereign been under fire, nor had the Monadnock

doubled Cape Horn, or the Miantonomoh crossed the

Atlantic. And we have not even yet data from which

we can draw conclusions with certainty as to the ef

fect of any other guns or the resistance of any other

armor than that we havo tried. We have been told

that cast-iron shot break up and lose half their ener

gy on striking armor ; but we have the testimony

of the Americans that they have fired 400-lbs. spher

ical cast-iron shot, with 60 lbs. of powder, right

through a target formed of a large 6-inch plate, made

by Messrs. Petin, Gaudet & Co., and backed with 30

inches of oak. Tho shot was 15-inches in diameter,

and had an initial velocity of 1,480 feet per second.

" A target , composed of six 1-inch plates, b eked by

iron beams 10 inches by 10 inches, was torn in two

and thrown down by similar projectiles. Laminated

targets, composed of 1-inch plates up to 13 inches ag

gregate thickness, and backed by 24 inches to 30

inches of oak, have been ruptured and shattered

through and through, though not completely pene

trated, by the same shot and charges." If we be

lieve these results to be correctly reported, it would

be a fatal venture to expose our ships, except, possibly,

those most heavily armored by Mr. Reed, to the fire

of such ordnance. And the Americans have 20-inch

guns, throwing shot of more than double the weight,

and which, they repeat to us, will bear 100-lb. charges,

while even 120 lbs. to 140 lbs. is said to be with

in their strength. And not satisfied with these,

they have still heavier ordnanco in progress. Such

shot would, we fear, smash through all our ordinary

armor plating, and the heavier shot would no doubt

penetrate any thing we have to set up against

them.

Upon these points, we admit,we are greatly in wont

of further information, but it is time that wo set to

work in earnest to test the destructive powers of

large smooth-bore guns, firing cast or wrought-iron

spherical shot. In our attempt to employ large ritied

guns, firing elongated projectiles at high velocities,

where, in the short-range actions of naval warfare,

round shot would be exactly as good if not better,

we are working to pressures of powder-gas which no

iron can bear. We have been seeking to fire 600-lb.

shot with a base for pressure of but 139 square

inches, whereas the Americans give 176 square

inches for a 400-lb. shot, the consequent pressures

per square inch necessary for a given initial veloci

ty being nearly as two in our guns to one in theirs.

Now, indeed, the 13 3 inch bore of tho 600-lb. gun is

to bo diminished to 12 inches, and the area for the

powder pressure thereby reduced from 139 to 113

square inches. In the new American 25-inch guns,

firing, say, 2, 100-lb. shot, the pressure per square

inch, requisite to generate a given initial velocity,

will be less than in our so-called 600-pounder, the

weights and areas of shot being respectively, for the

American 2,100 lbs. and 490 square inches, and for

the 13'3-inch gun, 600 lbs. and 139 square inches.

Let our ordnance authorities at once instruct Mr.

Fraser to make two or three 20-inch or 25-inch guns

to fire round shot, and let the result be known. We

are already far behind the Americans in the power

and endurance of heavy ordnance, and they havo

plainly told us that their policy is to always main

tain an advantage over us in this resp&t, if pos

sible.

As for our ships, we fear we shall have to begin

again. We can have and must have ships safe

against even the 25-inch gun, but wo believe that,

setting preconceived notions aside, these must of

necessity be turret ships. We can plate them for

seven feet under water, and four feet above, with

even 18 inches solid plates, if these can be rolled,

and it is time we should try. We can as easily

carry 18-inch plates on a 5-foot backing over a

hight of 11 feet, as plates and backing of half the

thickness over twice the hight. We are still at the

beginning of the art of building invulnerable ships

of war,—JT
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Tlie First Boring for Oil In Pennsylvania.

The Titnsville (Pa.) Herald has an interesting ar

ticle on Col. E. L. Drake's first attempt to bore for

oil, which was the precursor of a vast business

that, in 1864 and '65, yielded a larger revenue than

that derived from coal and iron. Col. Drake went to

Titusville in 1857, at which time it contained a pop

ulation of about 125, two hotels, no church, and only

two stores. The petroleum was then collected from

the surface of springs on Watson's Flats by means

of blankets, and bottled for medicinal uses. He con

ceived the idea that there was a basin or reservoir

of oil below tho surface, and determined to test it by

boring. Having induced some men of capital to as

sist him, he entered upon hid experiments in the

spring of 1858.

His first step was to visit the salt wells on the Alle

ghany and observe the modm operandi. Finally, ho

selected a spot near Ames's Mill, below Watson's

Flats, but was delayed till the spring of '59, before

he had secured a competent driller and the necessary

tools. His supposition was that he would have to

sink his well to the depth of 1,000 feet. The same

kind of tools were used then as now. The driller

charged one dollar and a-holf per foot for boring. The

enterprise was the subject of a good deal of ridicule

in these parts, and many persons made themselves

merry at the expense of the pioneer. An instance

will prove this. Mr. D. made several contracts with

a number of practical drillers, which were succes

sively broken. He at last ascertained that the cause

of it was, that his scheme for boring for oil was

looked upon as entirely visionary, and that he was

regarded as a monomaniac on the subject. He

finally resortod to an innocent deception to secure

an operator, giving out that he intended to bore for

a salt well. A series of annoyances and delays, as

we beforo remarked, intervened to prevent opera

tions till the month of June, '59.

Mr. Drake's assistant proposed to crib to the rock,

which was tho invariable practice in those days. Mr.

Drake advocated the driving an iron tube to the rock

—an idea which the miner scouted, but having

failed to crib, owing to the water, tho tubing was

tried and proved a success. This was an entirely

new feature then, but is now the universal practice.

Indeed, it is now applied to puttingdown fresh-water

wells. Had Mr. D. procured a patent, to which he

was justly entitled, for the invention, he would have

realized a fortune from it.

The pipe was driven thirty-two feet to the rock,

and then the well bored thirty-seven feet and six

inches in the first sand rock. Not having any pipe,

Mr. D. commenced pumping before ho had tubed the

well, using a common iron water pump for the pur

pose, fastening the handle of the pump to tho walk-

ng beam. Satisfied by this process of the presence

of oil in considerable quantities in this well, he then

went to Erie and Cleveland for tubing, could obtain

none there, nor at Buffalo, and finally ordered it from

Philadelphia. After tubing the well it turned out a

complete success, pumping twenty-five barrels a day,

and continuing, when in operation, to yield about

this quantity for about two years.

Mr. D. was then in the position of the man who

drew the elephant at the raffle, and did not know

what to do with it after he got it, oil being compar

atively good for nothing. Then there was no home

or foreign demand for it, no refineries in existence,

and its illuminating and lubricating properties were

not then discovered. The parties engaged in the

manufacture of coal oil were slow to acknowledge

or discover that petroleum possessed equal illumina

ting qualities. The first refiners who commenced

refining petroleum were James McKeown and Samuel

Kier, of Pittsburgh.

From this period it came rapidly into commercial

use, stimulated development, and rose in value in a

corresponding degree. Few can appreciate the de

lays and difficulties incident to this discovery. It

was neceBsary to go to Erie, and more frequently to

Pittsburgh, for everything in the way of machinery.

The few stores here were only supplied with tools

for lumbering and farming purposes. On one occa

sion, Mr. D. wanted a pick, two shovels, a chain and

some spikes. There were only two stores in Titus

ville at the time, but their assortment did not contain

the articles needed. Mr. D. went to Hydetown, and

bought his pick of Charles Hyde (now an oil million

aire), who kept a country store in a tumble-down log

cabin in that place ; bought his spikes of Samuel Q.

Brown (another oil millionaire), at his store in Pleas-

antville ; procured his chain of David Mitchel (an

other oil millionaire), at his store in Enterprise ; but

was obliged to send to Erie, a distance of fifty miles

for two shovels. Mr. D. engaged in putting down

other wells, but failing health compelled him to

abandon his undertakings here and return East, be-

for the era of speculation set in, and before petrole

um had produced such a revolution in the commer

cial world, and become the most fruitful source of

individual and national wealth that has ever been

discovered.

Sweet Corn all tne Year Bound.

Nearly all the dried corn that one buys has a

flavor, when boiled, resembling soda or pearlash—

certainly it has but little sweetness and much tough

ness. Now, there is a way of preserving corn which

entirely avoids these results, and which is war

ranted to give " entire satisfaction."

Select, in their season, fresh, medium-sized ears

of corn, strip off silk and husks, then plunge the

ears in boiling hot water, leaving them in for only

three minutes. Next cut tho corn kernels from the

cob with a sharp knife and spread them out on flat

dishes, taking care not to have the layer more than

two kernels thick.

The dishes must then be placed either in a moder

ate oven (left open) or over the kitchen range on a

board shelf which can bo arranged over it for the

purpose (say 2^ or 3 feet above tho top of the range).

The contents of each dish must be disturbed occa

sionally, so as to insure their becoming thoroughly

dried. It is well to spread lace or mosquito netting

over the dishes to protect them from flies, dust, etc.,

for sometimes the corn will be two or three days in

drying.

When the corn is perfectly dry, tie it up in bags

and put it away in a cool, dry place.

In winter, when you wish to enjoy the fruit of

this little painstaking, you take out a few handfuls

of the corn, wash it well soak it all night, and

the next day boil it till tender, in the same water it

was soaked in. About twenty minutes before you

take it from the tire, add milk to the liquid in pro

portion to your taste, and when nearly done, add

butter, pepper, and salt. A littlo corn-starch, added

as thickening, ten or fifteen minutes before taking

the corn from the fire, improves it very much. The

corn should not bo dry when served, but floating

thickly in its own stiff broth, and, my word for it, it

will tasto as fresh and sweet as any corn fresh

grown.

I need not say, that by soaking corn thus dried all

night, and also soaking tho preserved beans for the

same length of time, a delicious winter succotash can

be made the next day, as good as any ever eaten in

summer.— Working Farmer.

Profits on Sleeping Can.

A correspondent of the C'levoland Leader thus ad

verts to the sleeping-car monopoly :—

"Many of your readers know that Woodruff,

Knight, Myers and others, consolidated their pa

tents some years since, and organized the Central

Transportation Company, whose cars are found on

the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne and Chicago, Penn

sylvania Central, Northern Central, New York and

Washington, and other much traveled routes.

" But it is not generally known that their enter

prising company have been quietly buying up every

patent that could bo bought, until now they are

able to control the entire sleeping-car interest in the

country. A wealthy corporation in Southern Ohio

got its master mechanic at work to build a couple

of coaches, with instructions to put in nothing that

would be claimed by this overshadowing company.

He employed experts, and after a thorough ascer

tainment of all the facts in the case, as he supposed,

completed his work. The directors were gratified,

and the cars had been on the road perhaps a week,

when the Superintendent .was waited upon by a

very gentlemanly person who introduced himself as

an agent of the Central Transportation Company.

He was received with courtesy and invited to a seat.

After the necessary discussion of the weather and the

crops, the polite visitor intimated that he was

authorized to contract for the purchase of the new

sleeping coaches.

"The Superintendent grew a biP reticent, and re

sponded somewhat curtly that the Company which

he had the honor to represent was under no ne

cessity of parting with any of its rolling stock,

having a comfortable balance in the bank.

" Whereupon the gentlemanly agent proceeded

to intimate, in the most delicate manner, that other

contingencies than a reduced bank balance some

times operated to make transfers of property profit

able to tho seller.

"This brought the Superintendent to the issue

without further skirmishing, and he bluntly in

formed the gentlemanly agent that the cars be

longed exclusively to the railway company, had

been built without infringing anybody's patent, and

would bo run without asking anybody's leave.

" Whereupon the gentlemanly agent smiled cold

ly, bit his lower lip slightly, and responded frankly :

' Perhaps your Company had better sell its cars while

there is a market. We will pay you what they

cost and run them for you; but you can neither

own them nor run them another day, sir 1'

" Tho Superintendent grew tractable, and in fif

teen minutes was satisfied from documents ex

hibited that it was well to sell ' while thero was a

market.'

" Suit has even been commenced in the United

States Courts against Mr. Pullman, the party who, a

few weeks since, gave so grand an excursion to

celebrate the completion of nine elegant coaches

built for the Michigan Central, Burlington and

Quincy, and Northwestern Railways, costing from

$15,000 to $21,000 each.

" The public have occasion to regret this combina

tion for one good reason, if for none other ; and that

reason arises out of tho fact that the Central Trans

portation Company seem to buy the best patents

for the sole purpose of suppressing them.

" Tho railway companies, as we have already seen,

have for once found a greater than themselves, and

are as helpless as children in the hands 'of the

' sleepers.' They must have ' sleeping cars on all

night trains,' or they might almost as well not run

night trains. The patentees control the cars and

dictate the terms upon which cars can be had, which

ore these: The patentees will supply the cars,

and keep the upholstery and bedding in repair and

in order for use. The railway company shall fur

nish the motive power and keep the car in repair.

And the agent of the patentee shall collect such fees

for the use of berths as the owner of the car may

decree.

" The railway company is thus saved the cost of

an ordinary, car, which the passengers would re

quire, and tho Central Transportation Company, or

whoever else may own the sleeping car, makes

money at a somewhat comfortable rate.

" Take, for example, the route of the Pennsylvania

Central :—

Prime cost of a car $5,000

Annual salary of a conductor 600

Annual salary of porter 300

Washing 1,500

Incidentals 500

Total $7,900

" An average of rentals would be, in six sections

and three state rooms per night, for 300 nights in

tho year :

Six sections at $3 $18 00

Four state rooms at $3 12 00

Total $30 00

"Three hundred nights, at $30, make $9,000.

" Deduct running expenses, $2,900, and the divi

dend is $6,100, upon a capital of $5,000, or more

than one hundred and twenty per cent. On some

routes, however, the profits are much greater,

amounting in some instances to over 300 per cent

per annum."

A Useful Chart.—Mr. Charles Kinkel, of this

city, has published a diagram for ascertaining the

width of belts to drive any given machine. This

diagram is accurately drawn and is accompanied by

an explanation of its use. From it any one can tell

by simple arithmetic what size of belt he requires

to do his work,
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American Cast Steel.

The manufacture of American cast steel haB, with

in the last five ft- six years, assumed a rank and im

portance among the great manufacturing industries

of our country, that its just claims to bo considered

as an elomont of national wealth cannot be reasona

bly ignored, and it should therefore receive its full

share of the fostering care of the Government for

its support.

That we possess all the appliances, and the ability

to produce in this country steel of every description,

from the lowest grade to the very finest quality im

ported, made exclusively from American stock, is

now an established fact ; demonstrated beyond the

possibility of dispute, upon testimony from which

there can bo no appoal, and which wo are prepared

to furnish in overwhelming variety and quantity.

Among the severest tests of the comparative qual

ity of English and American cast steel, it may be

stated, that the celebrated fifteen and twenty-inch

guns manufactured by Messrs. Knap & Co., at the

Fort Pitt Works, are all bored and turned with tools

made exclusively from American cast stool. These

gentlemen inform us that its strength is so much

greater, that much heavier cuts are taken upon

large ordnance than any English steel will Btand.

The sabers which have been furnished to our armies

by the great establishment of C. Roby & Co., West

Chelmsford, and of the Ames Manufacturing Co., at

Chicopee Falls, Mass., and others, are likewise made

of Pittsburgh stoel, in preference to all imported

steel.

American cast steel is extensively used in our pub

lic and private armories, for the manufacture of bay

onets, pistols, carbines, etc. In short, there is no

use to which steel can be applied, in which it docs

not compete successfully as to the quality of the

best imported brands.—Report of Revenue Commit-

>ion.

Catting Garments by machinery.

There is in operation, at the establishment of

Bernheimer & Newman, No. 87 Chambers street, a

machine for cutting all kinds of woven fabrics into

garments. The machine consists of an endless cut

ter revolving on two wheels placed above a table,

and a large fly-wheel placed below, worked by hand,

and by which it is set in motion. The pattern to

be cut out is drawn on the top garment, all being

placed in a clamp to keep them in position, and are

pressed against tho cutter and moved according to

the desired pattern.

The number of garments cut out at one time is

regulated by the hight of the two wheols from the

table. The cutter is sharpened by setting the

machine in motion and placing a grindstone turned

by hand in continguity to it. This machine is ex

tremely simple, being at the same time very ef

fective.

Smelting of Lake Superior Copper Ore.

The ore of the Lake Superior copper mines is

called " copper rock," and consists of pure copper,

with stone, earth, and other adventitious substances,

mechanically united. It is usually broken either by

hand, or stone crushers driven by hand, to fragments

about four or five inches in diameter. Then it is

passed through the stamping mill and pulverized to

fine sand. A current of water directed through the

powdered mass washes out tho extraneous matter,

which is specifically only one-third as heavy as the

metal. This " dressed mineral " contains from sixty-

five to ninety per cent of copper, and is smelted in

a reverberatory furnace, with lime or other suitable

flux. Tho lighter minerals rise to the top and the

copper sinks to the bottom, whence it is drawn and

cast into ingots or pigs.

Obtaining; Soda Iron* Common Salt.

Mr. Weldon of England has taken out a patent

for a procoss for the above purpose, as follows :—

The new process consists in placing within a ves-

sol capable of resisting the required pressure an

equivalent of common salt, and another of carbon

ate of magnesia, with a small quantity of water,

and then pumping into the vessel the carbonic acid

formod by causing atmospheric air to traverse coal

in a state of ignition. The carbonate thus becomes

bicarbonate of magnesia, which dissolves in the

water, and then decomposes the chloride of sodium,

chloride of magnesium, which remains in solution,

and bicarbonate of soda, which precipitates, being

formed. The whole procoss lasts but a quarter of

an hour at most, and tho cost is only that of the

coal used in forming the carbonic acid. A moderate

heat drives off the second atom of carbonic acid from

the bicarbonato of soda, changing it into carbonate ;

and the magnesia may be recovered from tho chlo

ride by evaporating tho solution containing it to

dryness, and raising the residue to a temperature

below redness.

Necroals Produced by Tobacco.

A case has rocently occurred to Mr. Pagot (Lancet) in

which death of a portion of tho bono of the lower jaw

was occasioned by the introduction of the oil of tobac

co into the cavity of a carious tooth, for tho purpose of

curing tho toothache Tho patient was an Italian

sailor who used the oil from the stem of his pipe.

Mr. Paget, in remarking upon the case after having

removed several sequestra, said :—" Tho case well

illustrates a source of danger which is not generally

recognized. The practice of smoking is very wide

spread, and foul pipes and carious teeth are very

common. Every smoker of a pipe has boen disgust

ed now and then by sucking into his mouth a few

drops of the highly pungent and nauseous product

of the combustion of tobacco. In the action of

smoking the tip of the tongue ordinarily receives

this deleterious fluid, and is very much blistered in

consequence. Worn it not for the tongue one can

readily imagine that hollow teeth would often re

ceive this fluid ; with what amount of risk the case

before us well shows. It is well known that, for

phosphorus to excite the inflammatory action which

so often affects the lucifer-match workers, the fumes

must be applied to a raw vascular surface in imme

diate connection with the nutrition of bone. This

almost always happens through the medium of a

carious tooth. There is no reason to suppose that

tobacco oil would set up inflammation except under

similar circumstances. It is, however, very probable

that some cases of acute necrosis of the lower jaw of

obscure origin may have really originated from the

accidental poisoning of the tooth-pulp by this liquid,

and tho possibility of thiB source of disease should be

borne in mind.—Medical Record.

A Dlfrinfectlng Filter.

It is known to physiologists that the most sud

denly fatal of all poisons are those of organic origin.

Tho presence of this matter in water is frequently

imperceptible to taste and sight. In the year 1854,

a pump from which large supplies of water were

drawn, yielded perfectly clear water, which yet killed

500 people in the first three nights of September.

Stimulated by this experience, researches were

entered upon to ascertain whether all tho organic

matter in water could be filtered out. More recently

a curious property of magnetic oxide of iron has

been demonstrated in the preparation of filters. This

magnetic carbide is asserted to possess the power of

converting oxygen into ozone. The inventor says

its purifying property is " due to its power of attract

ing oxygen to its surface," whicli thero becomes

changed into ozone, or at least a body having its

properties. But whatever may be the theory of its

action, its effects in removing oxidizablo and other

organic matter from water are undoubted.

[We find the above in one of our exchanges.

Thero is no doubt that impure water is a prolific

source of disease, and that it would l>e much better

to filter much of the water now used, especially that

which is liable to receive vegetable matter from

surface drainage. But we do not quite understand

the theory of this inventor, who proposes to attract

oxygen to the surface of water. Tho explanation is

mixed with some mud.—Eds.

Foreign Cotton.

The report of the Cotton Supply Association, pre

sented at Manchester, England, on tho 29th ult.,

presents some interesting facts relative to this sub

ject. Failing to receive from America the usual

supply of cotton after the war, efforts were made to

grow cotton elsewhere, and in answer to numerous

applications American seed was forwarded to many

places, no less than 230 tuns being sent to the

Ottoman Empire. Tho quality and quantity of cot

ton grown in Turkey induced the supposition that

the supply would be very valuable. The efforts of

tho committee in India made them believe that

they would not be disappointed.

Favorable accounts were received from Italy and

Brazil, and largo numbers of gins and plows had

been forwarded in order to better prepare the cotton

for market. The chairman stated that owing to the

use of better implements and the introduction of

larger capital, their prospects in India woro better

now than at any previous timo. He considered that

the renewal of cotton planting in America was an

important item in estimating the supply, but the

duties imposed in the United States left an opening

for successful competition from the rest of the world.

PInc'a Toning Proem*.

A correspondent of Humphrey's Journal has the

following :—

Having had numerous inquiries referring to tho

bright and clear tone of my prints, and as many

suppose I uso a peculiar toning bath, I send you

herewith the secret of their brightness, which is

owing to the prints being thoroughly freed from tho

nitrate of silver before toning. To accomplish this

object, I have recourse to the following method :—

I take the prints just as they come from the print

ing frames, and immerse them in a solution composed

of water, one pailful, common salt, one ounco. The

prints are immediately covered with a white powder

(chloride of silver), which gives them a foggy ap

pearance. I then lay them, one at a timo, on a glass,

face upward, and remove tho powder by means of

canton flannel, wrapped round a wooden roller, a lit

tle longer than the width of the print. By passing

this rollor over the print once, with moderate pres

sure, the chloride of silver is entirely removed, and

the print looks bright and clean. The print is then

placed in a dish of clean water, and the operation is

continued until all the prints are in the second dish,

from which they are placed in the toning bath. I

can wash thoroughly five hundred 6£ by 8} prints

in an hour without difficulty.

The advantages of this plan of washing are—

1. Three-quarters of the silver used in printing

can be saved, as all of it that is waehod off remains

in tho first dish.

2. The prints are washed thoroughly, which can

not be done by placing them in running water.

3. Tho prints can be toned with one-third less gold

than was formerly used.

4. The prints, being clean, tone quickly, and do

not change color in tho fixing bath.

5. The fixing is accomplished in less timo, and is

more thorough, than when tho prints are imperfectly

washed.

6. Great economy of water: six pailfuls being

ample in which to wash five hundred 6i by <H

prints.

8. Mealiness in the prints is entirely avoided.

I uso an 80-grain silver bath, and float the paper

one minute in summer, and two minutes in winter,

and tone with a simple solution of chloride of gold

and water, neutralized with chalk. I fix the prints

in a bath composed of water, 10 ounces, hypo, soda,

4 ounces. If the hypo, soda be acid, I neutralize the

solution with carb. soda. Some may suppose the

surface of tho paper is injured by rubbing it with

the flannel, but such is not tho case.

A Unique Specimen.

Mons. Valiant, a gentleman who has collected a

very fine cabinet of minerals on this coast, a few

days since exhibited to us the most unique specimen

we ever saw, though we have spent many weeks ex

amining the cabinets of minerals at Paris, London,

and Washington. It consists of a mass of calc spar,

a crystallized variety of carbonate of lime, about six

inches long, by three wide, and two thick, in which

are dark layers of malachite, or carbonate of copper,

whilo all over its surface, are masses of native cop

per, gold and silver in crystals. The gold by assay

is found to contain a slight alloy of silver. The sil

ver is very rich in gold, while the copper is absolute

ly pure. There is not a particle of quartz in the

specimen, which altogether is invaluable as a min

eral curiosity. If any person in California knows

where such specimens may be found, they are more

valuable than the same weight in gold. Mons.

Valiant has refused $150 for that to which we refer.

—San Fravcisco Miner.
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Heating of Guns In Firing.

Messrs. Editors :—On page 16, current volume

of the Scientific American, is an article entitled

" Why a Gun Becomes Hot on Firing," in which the

writer expresses his opinion that the greatest quan

tity of heat in a gun is not so much the result of the

combustion of the charge as that of its percussion,

which is supposed to affect the molecules of the

iron in tho same manner as a blow of a heavy hammer

would do. Now, notwithstanding my deference for

your learned correspondent, I beg leave to give him

one or two of my reasons for not being of his opin

ion.

About a year ago I made several experiments in

gunnery, to compare an explosive compound I had

discovered in my chemical experiments. This com

pound was made of chlorate of potash, 50 parts ;

prussiate of potash, 23 parts ; white sugar, 30 parts ;

red lead, 5 parts. Its powor, compared with ordinary

gunpowder, is enormous; its action very sudden.

To ascertain its heating property against that of

ordinary Hazard powder, I attached on the breech of

a heavy rifle one end of a double blado of steel and

brass riveted together, and caused the other end to

slide—when influenced by a difference of tempera

ture—upon a graduated arc ; and all was surrounded

by a wooden case, blackened insido and white out

side. I fired as rapidly as I could ten rounds of

accurately-weighed charges of Hazard powdor, and

noticed the temperature of the rifle as well as that

of tho atmosphere. Then I firod charges of my

compound, under tho same circumstances, and, al

though every explosion was a great deal more in

stant—which I had ascertained by its destructive

effect upon other heavy rifles—I had fired thirty-

seven rounds when tho thermomotric blade reached

the reading of the Hazard powder of ten rounds.

I will offer this other reflection. When a piece of

iron is struck with a hammer, tho molecules of the

iron are disturbed and aro made to occupy less space,

and that change is permanent, and tho heat is known

to be then only latent heat, not mechanical. Although

I have ample proof that a gun expands enormously

at the instant it is discharged, still its expansion is

not permanent, and I cannot believe that it gives

out a single unit of its latent heat.

Again, I have found that the powder that burns

the slowest is the one that heats the gun most ; and

if the greater quantity of the heat of a gun comes

from percussion, then an ounce of the fulminate of

silver discharged in a gun sufficiently strong, would

instantly make it red hot, or even melt it. Now, to

my certain knowledge, it does not heat the gun so

much as coarse powder.

The heating of a gun is not sudden, but greater

after tho explosion ; that resulting from percussion

is instant, and is less after the blow.

Francois Sclire.

Watertown, N. Y.

Measuring and Regulating Temperature.

Messrs. Editors ;—Will one of you assist an old

subscriber to the following information :—For the

last six months I have boen making experiments,

and to facilitate my progress I desire to obtain a

regulator of temperature. I find it necessary to

maintain a uniform heat of 110 deg. Fah., and it

must not vary more than two degrees either above

or below this temperature. My room is heated by

the circulation of hot water through pipes, and I

have introduced levers to work the stop-cock, in such

a manner that if I can get a power sufficient to lift

twelve ounces one-eighth of an inch in two degrees

of temperature, my piesent object will have been

accomplished.

I wish the thermometer to got to 112 deg. by the

time the valve is closed, and to descend to 108 deg.

by the time it opens. I thought of making a mer

curial thermometer, but I am afraid I cannot get

one rtrong enough for the work and sufficiently

sensitive. In Ure's Dictionary I find an account of

a heat regulator, called a " thermostat," patented by

him in 1881. This I have tried in two ways, and

although I made one that would move itself one-

sixteenth of an inch for every degree of variation, it

would not movo a single ounce beside.

I give a brief description : I took a bar of hard-

hammered brass and one of untcmpered steel, each

seven feet long by three inches wide, and one-eighth

of an inch thick, and riveted them together, face to

face, with brass rivets two inches apart. Tho com

pound bar I bolted to a stationary block at one end,

the other being free to movo by tho unequal expan

sion of the two metals. Can you adviso a more

efficient regulator? W.M.Brown.

San Francisco, Cal.

[It seems to us that a movement of one-sixteenth

of an inch for every degree of variation might be

sufficient to operate mechanism capable of opening

or closing a valve in a pipe. It would undoubtedly

require a nicely-adjusted medium, but that does not

seem to be without the limits of mechanical ingenu

ity. Wo can see no reason why a mercurial, water,

or air thermometer, if of sufficient capacity, might

not be made to give motion enough to a float on the

surface of the fluid to answer the end proposed. The

attention of our correspondents is called to this case.

A regulator sufficiently sensitive might have many

useful applications.—Eds.

Tbe California Target.

Messrs. Editors:—Tho target, represented in

your last number, is a very interesting one to thoso

who knn^ tho facts concerning it, without which,

as you j ustly state, its value is very uncertain.

As I happen to bo in possession of these facts, I

send them to you, rather than leave them till you

can hoar from your correspondent in San Francisco.

In tho first place, the distance shot was 40 rods

(220 yards) instead of 40 yards, as you stated. The

gun was manufactured by Hiram W. Smith, of Bos

ton, and its character is well known in this section,

where it has won many matches. It was sent to Dr.

Pardee, of San Francisco, last fall. The target

represented by you was shot in a match for $1,000,

and I believe is tho shortest string on record of an

equal number of shots at that distance. The weight

of tho rifle, I believe, is 30 lbs.; tho shooting was

from a rest and with telescope sights.

H. W. S. Cleveland.

Danvors, Mass., July 31, I860.

Cement Tor millstones.

From a correspondent, J. A., wo have the follow

ing:—

Messrs. Editors :—Having noticed in your issue

of July 14th, a solicitation from millers for a recipe

for a cement for open millstones, I send you the fol

lowing, which I can vouch for being the iJiing:

Melt as much alum as is thought necessary for the

work ; while hot add a little white lead, say, one

ounce to one pound of alum. Let it get well mixed

and pour into the stones while hot. Plaster of

Paris is most commonly used, but is much inferior

to the above. I never heard of any one using lead

until I saw it in your paper.

[It seems to us that the white lead would be any

thing but what is needed for millstones. White

lead is noxious and entirely unfit to be used in con

junction with any mechanical means of preparing

animal food. It is an oxide of lead, and is deadly

when brought in contact with human or other ani

mal organisms. It is but a short time since a large

number of persons were poisoned by flour ground

in mills, the stones of which were repaired with

lead. The white oxide of lead, commonly called

white lead, is scarcely less obnoxious to organic life

than the metal in its natural state.—Eds.

cheaper to buy it of parties in tho trade than to

attempt the manufacture on a comparatively small

scale.—Eds.

Old Rubber Car Springs.

Messrs. Editors :—Please inform me through

your valuable paper to what use old " rubber car

Bprings " can be put. Can they be re-manufactured

into springs, or can they be made into a paint suita

ble for freight cars 1 Any information in regard to

the above will be thankfully received.

J. B. Hoxsie, Supt. East Tenn. & Va. B. B.

Knoxville, Tenn., July 21, 1860.

[Many companies have large stocks of old springs

on hand, and they, in common with our correspond

ent, will doubtless be interested in knowing that,

free from iron fittings, they are worth 8 cents per

pound in this city. Begarding the paint, it is

Pyrophorus.

Messrs. Editors:—The " poudre defeu," which

I find mentioned in your paper of July 28th, is made

as foUows :—Take equal parts of alum and brown

sugar ; dry out the moisture in an earthen dish

over a slow fire, and pulverize ; then put the mix

ture into a glass vial, and lute the mouth with clay,

leaving a pin-holo for the escape of gas. Next, place

tho vial, surrounded with dry sand, in a crucible.

Place the crucible on the fire, and as the heat in

creases, try the pin-hole occasionally with a lighted

match, and you will discover tho gas take fire and

burn with a small blue flame. Continue a red heat

about ten minutes after the gas ceases to burn, and

then cool down ; after which the contents of the

vial may be again reduced to a powder by shaking,

and transferred to pocket cases. When poured

out in tho open air from the elevated hand, it forms

a shower of red sparks. It may be made the source

of a hundred amusing tricks and experiments. I

used to prepare it, however, for a purpose entirely

distinct from its peculiar property of becoming red

hot when exposed to tho air. ARGENT.

Indiana, July 3, 1866.

The Piston of a Steam Engine.

Messrs. Editors :—Where is the piston of a hori

zontal engine when the connecting rod is at

right angles with the crank ? It may be rather a

silly question to ask, but no one can answer us as

yet. By answering it you will greatly oblige two

young men who sign thomselves

Geo. G, and Ira N.

New York, July 28, 1866.

[Tho piston is in the cylinder and at a point de-

teni.ined by the length of the connecting rod and

length of tho stroke. It is not midway between

tho ports, but with a very long rod and a very

short stroke it comes pretty near it. The con

necting rod is not " at right angles with tho

crank," but at an acute angle when the crank

is vertical.—Eds.

Bridge Walla in Roller Setting.

Messrs. Editors :—I notice your correspondent,

F. W. B., says a vicious habit in setting boilers is in

contracting the opening over the bridge wall. Per

haps I am in danger on account of doing the samo

thing.

I have a boiler 48 inches in diameter, 22 feet long,

the bridge wall bock of the grate bars is made in a

circular form, 4 inches at the center of the boiler,

and increases on either side to 8 inches at the water

line. I find the small space—four inches—causes

the flame to wrap the boiler instead of running back

in a column, as is the case when twelve to eighteen

inches space is made under the center of the boiler,

and square across to the walls. I find the greatest

economy in fuel with this circular hearth made back

to the stand pipe. If there is danger from this style

of sotting boilers the public ought to know It. Is

F. W. B.'s theory correct, or mine, as described 1

M. R. Lehman

Columbus, Miss., Aug. 2, 1866.

[There is no doubt but our correspondent finds

economy in setting his boiler in this way, as it is a

sort of regenerative furnace, wherein the egress of

the products of combustion is delayed until they

ignite. At the bridge wall, and for a few inches

each side of it, the most intense heat should be

found. It is not desirable that one part of the boiler

should bo heated more than the other, or that such

extreme heat should be found. Four inches is too

narrow an outlet for a boiler forty-eight Inches in

diameter, and although it may accelerate the

draught and promote combustion, there is danger

that the flame may reach portions of tho sheU above

the water line and over-heat it. We recommend

that the opening be made eight inches all around,

at least ; very little difference will be found in the

fuel.—Eds.

The Custom House at Portland, Me., built of

granite, and as thoroughly fire-proof as any build

ing in the city of New York, penetrated by the all-

searching heat, still stands a scarred and crumbling

wreck amid surrounding ruins.
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Modern methods of

A great change is taking place in our times in re

spect to the methods of business. Company concerns

are superseding individuals, and great capitalists

are taking the place of small. Manufactures are be

ing systematized and concenorated, and the forces of

water and steam made to supersedo and supplement,

as far as possible, human and animal labor. All

our small and rapid rivers are at work, and most

available water powers improved to relieve and aid

human toil. Great manufacturing establishments

and cities are constantly springing up, and going

rapidly ahead.

We take the liberty to suggest connecting with

the Niagara ship canal a Niagara water-power canal,

. that shall bo able to drive the looms and spindles,

and all the other machines and implements, of alarge

manufacturing city. The expense would be compar

atively slight, of connecting this second improve

ment with the first, and the two would constitute

works of great magnitudo and value.

The vast power of Niagara Falls is thero to be

utilized, and ought, after so long a period, to begin

to answer its beneficent purposes. Buffalo would

then bo one day eclipsed by Niagara city, and the

heaviest manufactures of the continent be concen

trated in the vicinity of its greatest natural curiosity.

Manufactures would be distributed easily to the

east, but would probably go mainly to the west.

Niagara Falls are very much in the way of navi

gation, but they may yet furnish vast powers for

work, and prove an invaluable auxiliary to human

labor.

The attraction of manufacturers to the localities of

great water power is seen in New England on a

great scale Everything possible is going into cities,

and manufacturers are being rapidly concentrated

both in great cities and in great establishments.

Business is also being wonderfully divided up.

The beautiful city of Lynn makes women's shoes.

No shoes for men or boys, and no boots are made in

the city. Its own supply comes from abroad. But all

the makers of women's shoos have for some years

been flocking into Lynn, from surrounding districts.

Lawrence, Manchester, and Fall River, are largely

engaged in the cotton and woolen manufactures,

and their establishments are constantly multiplying

and being enlarged.

In soveral departments of production the private

methods and small establishments of past years are

entirely abandoned. Clocks and watches used to bo

made in Europe, and the former in this country, by

men with small capitals. Both are now largo com

pany concerns, with which small capitalists cannot

posihly compete. Cotton, woolen, and linen goods

used to bo home manufactures ; they are now the

products of great company concerns, and the wool-

grower can as little afford to manufacture his wool

in small parcels by hand, as to throw it away. The

manufacture of boots, shoes, and clothing are follow

ing in the same way.

Great establishments are doing immense business

in these articles, and are superseding small concerns

entirely by ruinous competitions. Great establish

ments, with ample machinery and other facilities,

cheapen products till small concerns cannot afford

to produce them. At the same time that products

are cheapened, wages are raised by new and profit

able demands. One great company prospers. An

other enters the field and builds, and works along

side of it. If the two prosper, a third goes into the

business, and so on, till it is filled to its utmost ca

pacity, when profits decline. Company competition

operates on the same principle as that of individuals.

Companies compete for the best help and the quick

est sales, and thus perpetually drive labor up and

products down by natural laws.

Many are troubled with this inevitable progress

of affairs, and anticipate from it the oppression and

injury of the poor. But this trouble may be spared.

Great corporations are the friends of labor and drive

it up by competition with each other. Their interest

is to sell quick, and to extend and multiply their

concerns as long as they can do business profitably.

The public is not only thus secured from harm, but

made the recipient of great benefits in the very par

ticulars in respect to which great corporations are

feared, that of enhanced prices and cheapened pro

ducts.— Utica Telegraph.

The Opium Trade.

The East Indinn Budget, just laid before the

British Parliament by Lord Cranborne, presents some

curious facts relating to the opium trade as a source

of revenue. The gross revenue of the Government

for the years 1864-5 amounted to £47,041,000, show

ing a small surplus beyond expenditures, owing to

the unexpected receipts from the customs tax on

opium. In this item there is a large gain over the

previous year, which yielded £7,301,000, the increase

being £1,277,000.

These amounts are paid wholly by the Chinese,

by whom the drug is consumed. The estimated re

ceipts for the current year are put at a still higher

figure—larger than were ever before realized, with

rare exceptions. The importance attached to opium

as a source of revenue may be inferred from the re

mark of Lord Cranborne, that " it is evident that the

perfection of our Indian budget, the attainment of a

good balance Bheet, depends upon our accurately esti

mating the yield of opium."

Formerly this source of relief was regarded as

precarious, but it is now believed that the demand

of the Chinese for opium can bo depended upon as

safely as English chancellors of the exchequer can

rely upon the demand for gin and beer. It is thought

probable that the former will continue to be as pas

sionately fond of their favorite drug, as the latter are

of their indespensable beverage. " It is on the opium

revenue," we are told, " that Indian finance minis

ters are saved or lost."

The chief danger is that the Chinese may bo en

abled to satisfy their taste from some other market,

should the cultivation of opium be attempted else

where with success. The Indian Government derives

little direct profit from the vices of native subjects,

with whom abstinence from intoxicating liquids

is a religious duty. Nor do they show a propensity

for poppy j nice. They are hopelessly temperate.

England can derive no profit from pandering to their

vices.

MISCELLANEOUS STJMMAEY.

The indications are that the yield of coal this

season from the mines will be so largo as to prevent

a further advance in prices, and may even cause a

material reduction.

The Cape Ann (Gloucester) Advertiser says :—

" There never before was such a scarcity of mackerel

in our market at this season. At this time last year

from thirty to forty sail ofbaymen had arrived home,

and business was quite lively on the wharves. The

fish speculators find it rather dull pickings at the

present time, and there is quite a lively competition

among them when a ship arrives. Prices are daily

advancing."

The Ccjnard Contract.—The Cunard mail con

tract expires next year, and it is anticipated that the

postage of the letters will alone be sufficient to

maintain the service, the shilling rate being reduced

to sixpence, and all the letters being sent to New

York. One half of the letters now go to Boston.—

Engineering.

Cleansing Hair Brushes.—Soda, dissolved in

cold water, is better than soap and hot water. The

latter very soon softens the hairs, and the rubbing

completes their destruction. Soda, having an affinity

for grease, cleanses the brush with very little fric

tion.

The Fair of tho New England and Vermont State

Agricultural Societies will be held on the grounds

of tho Windham County Park Association, at Brat-

tloboro, Vermont, September 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th,

1866. Premiums amounting to over $6,000 will be

offered in tho various departments. Arrangements

have been made with nearly all the New England

railroads for the transportation of stock and articles

free, and conveyance of passengers, attending and

retutning, for fare one way.

The manufacture of menhaden oil has got to be

a very large business, and it is estimated that about

100,000 bbls. will be secured the present season. It

takes the place, to a large extent, of dark whale oil

for curriers' use, etc. An establishment for the

manufacture of fish oil is being erected in West

Yarmouth. Schools of porgies are now, and have

been this season, numerous off that place.

The population of St. Louis, according to a recent

census, is 207,000. In 1860 there were twelve man

ufacturing establishments in that city, with a capital

of $100,000 ; in 1865 there were sixty-two establish

ments, employing two millions and a half of capital,

being more than a million and a half in excess of

the capital invested in the entire State in 1860. The

manufacture of india-rubber goods has also j ust been

commenced by a well-known firm.

An artesian well in process of sinking, at the

Union Stock Yards, in Chicago, 111., has reached a

depth of 446 feet. The last ninety feet have been

bored through the solid rock. There were at ono

time indications of oil, but these have disappeared.

A literary gentleman in Washington is afflicted

with what is called the " pen palsy," an affection

which is supposed to be caused by the use of French

copying ink, which, it is said, contains arsenic. Both

his hands and feet are badly swollen, and his health

is in a precarious condition.

A man named Jones, and his little son, were killed

at Piqua, Ohio, the other day, by a stroke of light

ning. Perfect photographs of the trees under which

they were standing at the time were imprinted up

on their bodies.

The American Silver Steel Co. have purchased

Mather's Point, in Bridgeport, Conn., and are about

to erect a large rolling mill for the manufacture of

bar iron and steel. The company own the cele

brated "Mine Hill," in New Milford, and will make

their iron and steel from the ore obtained at that

hill.

Artesian Well.—The new artesian well at St.

Louis, for the Insane Asylum, was commenced April

1st last, and has now been bored to a depth of over

1,000 feet. It is to be carried down 3,000 feet, unless

a good supply of water is obtained at a less depth.

Mr. Wm. Bumbold is the chief engineer, and Chas.

W. Atkeson has charge of the work.

We learn from Jamaica that the experiments in

crushing bamboo by machinery have entirely suc

ceeded, and by that means a much larger trade can

be done in the fiber. It is intended to establish

several mills to crush the bamboo in different parts

of the island. Very little bamboo fiber is sent to

England, the United States importing nearly all

that is manufactured. The value of the bamboo

grown on the island is estimated at nearly one mil

lion dollars.

Baird's Publications.—The attention of our

readers is directed to the advertisement of Henry

Carey Baird, Industrial Publisher, in the present

number, which will be continued in future numbers,

giving a list of the most popular and useful of his

scientific and industrial publications. Every week

wo receive inquiries for treatises on practical sub

jects, and are obliged to refer correspondents to Mr.

Baird. The publication of this catalogue will, there

fore, be of great service to our readers who desire to

know where works on scientific and practical mat

ters are to be obtained. Catalogues of his publica

tions will be sent on application to Henry C. Baud,

406 Walnut street, Philadelphia.

Coal Oil for Fuel.—The London correspondent

of the New York Times gives an account of the use

of coal oil for the production of steam. It was found

by experiments that American coal oil would evapo

rate water at the rate of one pound of oil to thirteen

of water, while oil produced from English shales

would evaporate eighteen pounds of water, or double

the power of coal—the economy both of space and

weight being very great. The fires are under the

entire control of the engineer; no stokers are re

quired, and the furnace doors are never opened nor

are the plates ever burned out. The oil produced from

North Carolina shales ought to be as good as the

best English.

Supplement.

Our readers will observe that we have been com

pelled to issue a supplement with this number.

This is in consequence of the large increase in our

advertisements and our Patent Office business. We

would recommend that these supplementary pages

be as carefully preserved for filing and binding as

the body of the paper. They may be found valuable

hereafter for reference.
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The Pittsburgh JfrpuUiwtn tfuAeS ^at at Rising

Sun, Ind., on the Ohio riveT, on tt*c 14th of July,

while the sky was perfectly cleat &° as the eye

could reach, and the sun was BhinifcJ? brightly, a

vivid flash of lightning appeared, followed by a

long and sharp peal of thunder. The electric fluid

struck a church and three dwelling houses. At the

same instant a little girl was killed outright, and a

little boy had his clothing stripped completely off

his body, not excepting his shoes, all of which had the

appearance of having been cut with a sharp knifo.

The boy was only stunned and slightly injured in

one of his legs. Another boy in the same vicinity

was also struck at the same time, but was more se

riously, although not fatally, injured than the boy

who had his clothes torn off.

An interesting experiment has been made on Mont

Cenis, in presence of the Minister of Public Works,

in France, who accompanied the chief director and

several engineers. The part of the railroad already

completed, which ascends by a winding inclined

plane, was traveled over by a train composed of

several carriages at a speed of about 11 miles an

hour ascending, and 15 descending. The highest

gradient was 8+ per cent, and several curves were at

an angle of only 40 degrees. The works on the

Italian side are to be finished by the end of next

October, so that it is expected that by next Novem

ber Italy and France will be united by an unbroken

line of iron.

Some French savant has been -writing about plants

having greon and white blood. When he gets

through with these important researches we hope

he will be able to find out whether or not the moon

is made of green cheese or Scliiceitzer kase. He may be

able to prove the fact that the moon is the Dutch

man's heaven.

Recently an eruption of an artesian well took

place in a garden adjoining the church of St. Agnes,

in Venice. The walls of the church were cracked in

all directions. The substance vomited consisted of

black ashes and a suffocating gas, the expansion of

which is supposed to have caused the outbreak.

The water which was thrown up reached as high as

the top of the church.

TnE body of an Australian native, which was

found in a state of petrifaction, has been sent to

England. This singular specimen was found in one

of the limestone caverns which abound in the plains

of Mosquito, in the south of Australia. The body

was discovered in the natural position of a sleeping

person.

Fall River is growing rapidly from the great

increase in manufacturing. When the mills now in

process of erection are completed, it will have more

spindles than Lowell, and be the first city in Ameri

ca in the amount of cotton and woolen goods manu

factured. A large part of the machinery is moved

by steam.

On Tuesday, the 7th inst., ninety-two patents were

ordered to issue to inventors whose applications

were prepared at the Scientific American Patent

Agency.

NEW INVENTIONS.

The following are Bome of the most prominent of

the patents issued this week, with the names of the

patentees :—

Children's Bsd-Clothxs Retainer.—M. L. Thompson- (as

signor to himself and E. L. Childs, 1S9 President-street,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Patented November 28tb, 1865).—Much annoy

ance and trouble is given to mothers and nurses by children

constantly getting uncovered at night, owing to their rest

lessness. Their feet or hands are almost constantly in motion, and

It is impossible to keep children covered unless they are con

tinually watched, and if neglected they become uncovered, and

serious colds are often the result, especially in the spring and win

ter seasons, which often develop Into some ailment fatal to the

child. The object of this Invention is to produce a simple means

for retaining the bed-clothes in place over the child, no matter

what position it may assume, and for this purpose a ring or collar

of suitable construction Is employed, which is to be placed around

the child's neck, and to which the bed-clothes are attached.

Coffee Koastbb.—H. B. Masses, Sunbury, Pa.—The object of

this invention is to obtain a simple, portable, and economical

device for roasting coffee, one which may be manipulated with

the greatest facility, both as regards the stirring of the coffee

wbile being roasted and the removal of the same, when roasted,

from the device.

Fan Mill.—Charles K. Ehle, Greenbnsh, Wis.—By means of

thiB fan mill, which is simple in construction, strong and durable,

the wheat may be easily and rapidly freed from oats, straw, and

chalf, and. at the same time, it answers cvory purpose for clean

ing all othnr kluds of grain.

Grain Cleaner.—C. F. Batleb, Clinton, N. J.—This inven

tion relate* to a device for clearing grain which consists in the

use of u reciprocating screen operated In a novel way, whereby

cockle and shrunken grain are separated from the sound grain

lnathorongh manner.

Device for Holding Staples while being: Driven.—Albert

C. Bettb, Troy, N. Y.—This useful device Is for holding staples

and is designed to facilitate driving them, and It is more par

ticularly applicable to the making of wire fences where the wires

are secured to the posts by means of staples.

Gang Plow.—William Batttll, Quincy 111.—This invention

consists in a peculiar construction and arrangement of parts

whereby lightness of draught Is obtained, and the plows rendered

capable of being manipulated with the greatest facility, while

simplicity of construction prevents any of the parts getting out

of repair or working order.

Propeller Screw.—Wm. E. Davis, Jersey City, N. J.—This

invention consists In an improved mode of constructing screw

propellers for steamships, by forming them o'" separate blades of

boiler iron, fastened with screw bolts on the shaft, making the

propellers much stronger, lighter, and cheaper than when cast,

connected in one piece, as usual. If a blade Is broken, even at

sea, It Is easily replaced.

Forging Pistol and Rifle Frames.—Charles E. Billings,

Windsor, Vt.—This invention relates to the forging of pistol

frames, and consists In subjecting the blanks to a series of dies of

suitable Bhape therefor.

Tweer foe Blast Fttbnaoe.—John Baylisb, New York City.

—This Invention consists in a novel arrangement of the air blast,

whereby combustion is Increased and also the amount of heat

generated.

Teaveling Bag.—Nicholas Groel, Newark, Essex County,

N. J.—This Invention particularly relates to the traveling bag

frames, and Its object is to strengthen the two jaws of the frames

at the points where they are hinged together.

Picker Motion fob Looms.—Hosea Elliott, Globe Village,

Mass.— l his Invention relates more especially to power looms, and

it consists principally In throwing the shuttle Independent of the

cam shaft, so as to secure a uniform pick motion whatever the

speed of the shaft may be.

Fence.—Wm. H. Brown, Stockwell, Ind.—This invention con

sists of the combination of connecting blocks and Inclined corner

stakes or braces with the panels of the fence, and In the combina

tion of long poles or rails and stakes with each other, and with

the panels of the fence.

Flour Bolt.—J. C. Blythe, Perry, N. Y.—By means of this

Invention flour may be bolted faster and more evenly than with

the bolts now in common use. It consists in combining round

hoops with the arms, ribs, and cloth of a flour bolt, In such a way

that asDacc may be left between the ribs and cloth between each

pair of hoops, so that the flour may be in contact with the cloth

all around the bolt.

Saw Set.—John Ltle, Newark, N. J.—By means of this Im

provement a saw may be set much or little, without the possibility

of warping the blade or setting the teeth untrue.

Gang Plow.—Samuel Hutchinson, Grlggsvllle, 111.—This In

vention relates to an Improved means for regulating the depth of

the pcnetiatton of the plows, and also to a means for raising and

lowering the plows and retaining them in the gronnd when the

device is at work.

Spoke Tenoning Machine.—Oliver Vanobman, Rlpon, Wis.

—This invention has for its object to furnlBh an improved ma

chine for thinning and tapering the tenons of carriage wheel

spokes.

Fruit Gathebeb.—S. Melllngeb, Jb., Mount Pleasant, Pa.—

By this Invention a fruit gatherer 1b produced, which can be used

with the utmost ease and rapidity, and without Injuring the fruit.

Wood-Sawing Machine. —Jambs D. Matthews, Bowling

Green, Ohio.—With the wood-sawing machine embraced In this

Invention a great economy both of time and labor Is effected, the

machine being simple in construction and effective In operation.

Side Saddle.—Clara A. Babtlett, Oakland, Cal.—This In

vention consists In so attaching one of the horns of the side saddle

to its tree or frame that It can be dropped down Into such a posi

tion as to allow to rider to mount or dismount with the greatest

facility and ease.

Washing Maohtjte.—Albkbt Jotneb, Elton, wis.—This in

vention consists in a removaole fluted or grooved concave, hav

ing perforations through It for permitting the water to rise un

derneath the clothes which are being washed.

Machine for Drilling Hock.—R. a. Thomas, Damascus,

Cal.—This invention consists in an improved machine for drilling

rock, being especially adapted for tunneling through slate-bed

and other similar descriptions of rock.

Calorimeter.—C. W. Copelaxd, New York City.—When the

Blze of the boiler tubes Is too large, an unnecessary amount of

fuel Is consumed, and it is common to Insert thimbles In the ends

of the tubes to reduce the draft. These thimbles prevent the con

venient cleaning of the tubes, and also arrest the ashes. In the

present improvement the thimble or calorimeter is made In the

form of a half moon, and occupies the upper portion of the tube

end, thus reducing the dralt, and holding the heated gases In the

upper part of the tubes, but presenting no obstruction to arrest

ashes or interfere with the cleaning of the tubes. An excellent

improvement.

Device for Marking Ground fob Planting Corn.—Pres

ton McQuaid, Wcnona, 111.—This device Is for marking off

ground for planting corn in check rows, and it consists of three

wheels placed at a suitable distance apart, within a proper frame,

and the central wheel arranged or applied in such a manner that

It may rise and fall to admit of the several wheels accommodating

themselves to the inequalities of the ground over which they may

pass.

Log-Setting Dbvicb for Circular Saw Mills.—J. A.

Griggs, Charleston, 111.—By this device logs may be set to a cir

cular saw, by the sawyer himself, without tbe aid of an assistant.

It consists in setting the log by means of a bar or handle pass

ing over the log and saw, and within convenient reach of the

sawyer.

Hydraulic Mains fob Gas Works.—J. N. Stanley, Brook

lyn, N. Y.—The object of this Invention Is to cast the upper parts

of the tubes leading to the hydraulic main with one side of the

latter sons to communicate with the main below the level of

the fluid therein, whereby the gas, when It escapes up through

the fluid In the main, has a free, unobstructed passage In the lat

ter above the fluid.

Hot Aib Furnace.—Henry Whtttingham, New York City.

—This Inventor has three different patents on hot-air furnaces.

One relates to a hot-air furnace, the combustion chamber of

which Is surrounded by an air chamber, to which air 1b admitted

from below, and through which extend a series of v ertical and

horizontal flues, the vertical flues to conduct the cold air to the

horizontal flues, where the same Is heated, and whence it passes

into a hot-air chamber to be distributed to the various rooms or

compartments In a building.

Typb-Settixo Machine.—Charles Baer, New York City.—

This Invention relates to a machine in which one type after the

other, as indicated by the pressure of the hand on suitable keys,

is taken from a series oi radiating typo cases by a receiver, which

Is secured to a vertical shaft, on which it revolves, and which is

so arranged that its end sweeps past the inner ends of the radiat

ing type cases. The line of types In each case Is subjected to the

action of a pusher, which has a tendency to force the same toward

the center or the axis on which iho receiver revolves, and said

columns are retained by spilng hooks, which catch over the edge

of the first type In each type case, and which connect with the key

in such a manner that by depressing the inner end of one of the

keys the corresponding spring hook is raised and a type passed

out of the appropriate type case Into a small chamber, from which

It is taken by the revolving receiver. Suitable cams on the Inner

ends of the type cases serve to push the type Into the revolving

receiver far enfftgh to enable a spring hook to catch hold of them

and retain them, and similar cams on the end of the revolving re

ceiver retain the line of types in the type cases, while that type

which, by the pressure on the key, has been allowed to detach

Itself, is taken off by the revolving receiver.

Neck-tie Holder.—Theodore Rosenthal, New York City.—

This Invention relates to a device intended to fasten scarfs, butter

flies, and neck-ties In general, to the upper shirt button, by means

of two curved spring Jaws, which project from a spring or plate

to which the neck-tie is secured, the curved jaws being so shaped

that they can be sprung over the shank of the button, and that

they clamp the same tightly, so as to prevent the neck-tie becom

ing disengaged spontaneously.

Washing Machine.—Adolph T. Kulhmann, Glenhaven, WJs.

—This Invention relates to a washing machine which is so con

structed that it Boaps the clothes, boil ■> them, washes them, and

wrings thoin ; and which, alter the washing has been finished,

can be used as a table.

Box for Collecting Fakes in Omnibuses, etc.—J. B. Slaw

son, New Orleans, La.—The principal object of this invetion is to

arrange a box for collecting fares, so that it is adapted for curren

cy as well as for coin, that the fare deposited In the box can be

6een by the driver as well as by the passengers ; and furthermore,

that the possibility of withdrawing from the box a portion of the

fares deposited therein is absolutely prevented.

Compound for Grinding and Polishing.—N. A. Buhle,

New York City.—This Invention relates to a compound which,

when formed in rollers or bars, can be used with great advantage

for grinding and polishing articles of metal of any desired de

scription.

WAsniNo Machine.—William M. Doty, E. P. Doty, and

Ellis Doty, Jancsvllle, Wis.—This invention consists In the use

of appring wound on each of the fulcrum pins of the oscillating

washboard, with Its ends extending from the fulcrum pins In op

posite directions, one to bear on the edge of the tub, and the oth_

er under a pin projecting from the bracket which forms the bearing

for the appropriate fulcrum pin, so that In depressing tho handle

each spring is wound up and the pressure on each fulcrum pin is

balanced, one end of the Bprlng pressing up and the other down,

and said pins are prevented from wearing out. It consists also in

combining with tho washboard, flanged segmental cheek pieces,

which arc grooved to receive the handle, and so formed that they

prevent the water from splashing out over the ends of the tub ;

and alBO In the arrangement of cleats on the ends of the tub, in

combination with the upper ends of the legs, which are secured

to the tub, each by one screw, In such a manner that the end

pieces of the tub are free to expand and contract without being

liable to crack, and at the same time the legs are firmly held In

position.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

The Turner's Companion—Containing Instruc

tions in Concentric, Elliptic, and Eccentric Turn

ing, with illustrations. Henry Carey Baird,406

Walnut street, Philadelphia.

There Is much in this volume of interest to amateurs, and some

of value to practical workers. The suggestion of the author, In

his preface, that tho foot lathe is a proper machine for the use of

"the sex," we regard as timely and felicitous. There Is no ade

quate reason why women should not use the lathe as a means of

exercise, and, at the Banic time, an agent for the production of
beautiful geometric forms, pleasing to the eye, and of practical

utility. For some of the plates we have not much that is com

mendatory. The representation of circles in perspective, by well-

defined lozenges, violates all rules of art, and the handles of tools,

made in accordance with the Illustrations, would be anything but

14 handy " and convenient. Despite these drawbacks, however,

the volume will be found to be a useful adjunct to the repertoire

of the amateur, and of value to beginners, and some of the reci

pes arc just what Is needed, furnished In a convenient form.
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Improved Corn Cultivator.

Quito recently we ran up through the valley of

the Mohawk River, where vast fields of corn are

grown, and side by side, scarce twenty rods apart,

were two men at work ; yes, two men and one

woman. One man had a cultivator, and as he drove

he turned over the shining soil against the growing

crops, and rode ns ho drove. The man and woman

bent to their work, ho earnestly, she in a stiff, un

gainly way, as might be expected of a woman in an

employment unsuited to the sex. The contrast be

tween the two methods was too marked not to be

noticed , and we wondered

how any man could bo so

short-sighted as to uso

manual labor where ma

chines are provided which

will do better work than

he can, in half the time.

In this engraving we

illustrate a simple and

efficient cultivator, which

has met with much popu

larity at the West. There

is no machinery about it,

and any one that can drive

can manage it. In brief,

the axle has a triangular

frame fixed to it, on one

end of which is the draft

pole, and on the other

two vertical beams, A,

which carry the plows, B ;

the cultivators attached

to the plow beams are of

any desired shape. The

plow beams are so fixed

as to bo readily moved in

any direction, and arc

capable of being easily

guided between the rows.

This is accomplished ei

ther by grasping the handles, as seen in the engraving,

or by placing the feot on stirrups on the plow beams.

In this way a vast amount of work can be done in

a satisfactory manner, and the cost will be much less

than by hand labor.

It was patented February 27, 1866, by Andrew T.

Stover, of Sandyville, Iowa.

average rain fall is 280 inches, which is the greatest

on the continent.

The quantity falling in a given time is measured

by a gage. A common form of this instrument is a

can with a floating piston and rod ; as the rain falls

it raises the piston, and the quantity is known by

observing the graduations on the rod.

A better instrument is made by attaching a small

tube to the side of a larger one, the two communi

cating at the bottom ; the lesser being graduated

shows the quantity which falls in any given time

very clearly. Experiments made by the Sraith-

 

EAIN GAGES AND BAIN FALL.

Scarcely a day passes in this section of the coun

try but that cooling showers descend during the

night, refreshing the earth, parched during the

day by the glaring sun. This moisture, returned in

the form of rain more rapidly than it was abstracted,

is generally the result of the union of two or more

volumes of humid air, differing from each other in

temperature. When mingled in the mass, or rather

cloud, it is incapable of retaining the same amount of

moisture that each did separately. If the moisture

is over-abundant it descends in showers ; if but slight,

it floats in the air as a cloud, and long before showers

fall we see masses of vapor skurrying before the wind

until all are mingled in one.

The average yearly rain fall varies greatly, being

the most in the tropics. As a general rule, the

higher the average temperature of a country, the

greater will be the rain fall.

In tropical countries the average amount is 95

inches, in the temperate zone but 35. In hot coun

tries the heaviest rain storms occur when the sun

is at its greatest altitude, but the reverse is the case

in the temperate zone, where dry summers are by no

means exceptional, and long wet winters hold sway.

In many parts of the world it never rains, and the

arrowy sheets of water, driving before the wind, are

unknown ; in others there are certain rainy seasons

when the heavens open and the floods descend and

cover the eartli as of old.

The Island of Chiloo, and the country about the

straits of Magellan are said to be the wettest places

on the face of the globe. There it rains incessantly.

In the northern part of the United States there are,

on an average, 134 rainy days in the year ; in the

S mth not so many numerically, but the avorago

rain fall is greater.

At San Luis, in the island of Maranham, the

STOVEE'S COBN CULTIVATOB.

sonian Institute show that a tube 6 inches long and

2 inches in diameter, connected with one half the

diameter, gave the best results ; a funnel-shaped

plate inserted at the top improves it.

HOLT AND THOMPSON'S IMPROVED OILEB.

In our issue of July 28th wo illustrated a device,

patented April 24, 1866, for preventing the oil from

smearing the outside of the oiling can. We here

with present another form of the oiler, intended to

maintain always an upright position. It can be

used either with or without the globe-valve attach

ment, shown at A, which was fully described in the

number referred to. The can is made of sheet brass,

 

silver plated, for the sewing machine, and weighted

at the l>ottom, as at B, to bring it to an upright

position when accidentally overturned. This is fur

ther assured by the form of the can. For common

purposes the oiler can be cheaply made by construct

ing the lower section, from the line, C, of cast Iron,

tliick as seen at Dand B, which would further insure

steadiness of position by increased weight.

Further information in regard to this neat con-

trivanco can be obtained by addressing J. M. Thomp

son, 2d, or Q. L. Holt, Box 1,058, Springfield, Mass.

PBOTECTING BUILDINGS AGAINST LIGHTNING.

In our last issue wo had an article on this subject

but it did not exhaust the topic. We desire to say a

few words additional in relation to ordinary pro

tection against lightning.

Many buildings are now constructed, both in the

city and in the country, with metallic-covered roofs,

and very few are erected without metallic eaves

troughs and conductors.

In all such cases the ef

ficiency of lightning pro

tectors is impaired by the

preponderance of con

ducting surface on the

roof and down the sides

of the building. This me

tallic covering, and these

rain conductors, whether

of tin, zinc, or lead, are

better conductors of elec

tricity than the building

of stone, brick, or wood,

and should be utilized

as a means of protection

against lightning. For

this purpose strips of iron,

zinc, or copper should con

nect the lower extrem

ities of the water spouts

with the damp earth, a

well, or a running stream

of water, and the eaves

troughs should have a

connection with the met

al roofing and with the

vertical conductors. Wa

ter is a good conduct* r of

electricity, and when, in

a thunder storm, the rain is pouring down the con

duits of a building, their conducting properties are

largely increased. Properly connected, these useful

appliances can be made doubly valuable as harmless

conductors of electricity.

In cities and enterprising towns there are systems

of water pipes and gas conductors, of metal, ramify

ing in the interior of dwellings and other structures.

Such buildings should be carefully protected out

side. If the conducting medium, whether of water

or gas pipes, preponderates in the interior of the

building, the electric fluid may leave the external

conductor and through a thick wall seek that which

facilitates its passage to the earth. In such cases it

seems that nothing but a rod, having numerous

points for collecting the electricity and adequate

means of conveying it innocuously to the earth,

would be an effectual protection. Some authorities

recommend a connection to be made between the

system of water and gas pipes inside a building and

the external conductor.

The question of insulation seems to be a disputed

one, somo insisting on thorough insulation of the

rod, by means of a non conducting substance inter

posed between it and the building, and others as

strenuously maintaining its uselessness. It would

seem to be unnecessary, if the conducting capacity

of the protecting rod is greater than that of the

building itself; and this, after all, is the most impor

tant requisite for a protector against tho ravages of

lightning.

The MnJirotissee, built by Samuda, designed by

Lang ; oscillating engines by Penn ; obtained tho

greatest speed on trial trip ever known, viz., 21|

statute miles an hour. Length, 360ft.; breadth, 42ft.:

depth, 29ft.; wheels, 33ft. diameter ; tunnage, 3,141 ;

horee-powor, 800.—Engineer.

[This is in England. Our North River boats have

frequently made 26 miles an hour. The Cliauncey

Vibbard ran from New York to Albany, 160 miles,

in six hours and forty minutes. In deep water she

averaged 24 miles an hour.—Eds.

A single establishment in Waterbury, Conn., uses

1,500 tuns of copper annually in tho manufacture > f

pint, hooka and eyes, and other similar article*.
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STJBDrVISION OF LABOR.

It is claimed by some lhat the mechanics of twen

ty years ago wore superior workmen to those who

have graduated of late years. It iB boldly asserted

that mechanics, as a class, have deteriorated. We

do not subscribe to this opinion, but we will point

out briefly some of tho reasons why tho opinion is

entertained.

Twenty years ago tho apprentice to an industrial

trade was taught all its mysteries, from tho prepara

tion of the crude material to the finish and orna

mentation of the completed structure. The carpen

ter took the rough tree bole, and, by chalk line and

broad-ax, marked out and hewed it to a square

timber. With the common auger, mortising chisel,

and mallet, he cut mortises and formed tenons. He

framed and erected the skeleton of the building,

covered it with boards, made the window-frames, the

sashes, laid the floors, worked out the moldings, and

finished the whole interior, even to lathing.

The blacksmith forged iron and steel, tempered

tools, tired wheels, shod horses, ironed carriages, and

repaired agricultural implements. The machinist

sometimes chalked out designs, made patterns, and,

perhaps, molded them, filed, chipped, planed, turned,

bored, polished, estimated on work, built and repaired

every sort of machinery, from a steam engine to a

wheelbarrow, from a loom to a ship's pump.

All this is changed. No more do carpenters how

their timber ; one machine mortises and another forms

tenons. Houses are often erected without a single

mortise or tenon. Joiners finish the interior. The

doors, window-frames, and sashes are miule at a

factory. Even the glazing is done in large establish

ments devoted exclusively to that one branch.

Lathers are an industrial community by themselves.

The farrier shoes horses, tho carriage smith irons

carriages, tho forger hammers away on a special

class of work. Ho may manage the heavy jobs for

marine and stationary engines, restrict himself to

forging and tempering steel, or form the thousand

and one shapes intended for cotton, flax, or woolen

machinery ; or he may confine himself to the busi

ness of forging and fitting tools for working the

metals, and in this specialty he becomes an expert,

as much above tho man who forges and tempers

stone drills and chisels as the machine forger is above

tho country blacksmith. The machinist is a " bench

workman," a " planer " or a " turner," Ha may be

an excellent man in a manufactory of cotton ma

chinery, and comparatively worthless as a builder of

locomotives. He may understand thoroughly tho

construction of looms or the process of making a

good spindle for spinning, and be unable to set a

valve on a steam engine. The valuable man in a

marine engine establishment would be almost worth

less in a gun shop.

So there is no parallel by which the workman of

twenty years ago can be gaged with the workman

of to-day. The whole trouble of comparing the past

with the present consists in the necessity which our

mechanical progress has compelled of subdividing the

departments of labor. It cannot reasonably bo ex

pected that those who have been educated to perform

a certain work, or do a certain dopartmont of work,

can be thoroughly booked up in other departments,

which, perhaps, may bo closely allied to their chosen

specialty. In versatility of talent, undoubtedly, the

men who learned their trade when the arts were

comparatively young, have an advantage. They were

compelled to prepare their work, and consequently

aro the sort of men who are invaluable in a crisis.

They are fertile in expedients. They understand

what should bo done under trying circumstances.

They can devise " make-shifts," but not always can

they produce a good job.

But our mechanics have not deteriorated. Those

who confine themselves to one branch aro usually

better workmen than those who have spent fifteen

or twenty years in practicing at a dozen differing

processes. The lather, who makes that his specialty,

excels the carpenter who turns from hewing timber

to lathing rooms. The forger of tools can work and

temper steel better than the blacksmith, who, in one

day, forges the crank for a saw mill, tires a wheel,

and tempers a knife blade. The machinist who has

spent years in the construction of engines, knows

more about steam and its agents for transmitting

power than he who never repaired an engine.

We look upon this subdivision of labor as a direct

means in the improvement of mechanics, as well as

a sure method of progressing in the value of our

products. Let a man—an apprentice—after learning

the general principles of his business, devote his

time and energies exclusively to that branch of his

trade for which he is best fitted by education and

natural taste, and there will in time be no means of

drawing a comparison between the mechanics of

twenty years ago and those of to-day, to the damage

of the latter.

ELEVATED RAILWAY FOR HEW YORK CITY.

Tho increasing business of this city, yoar by year,

makes locomotion, on the level of the streets, ei ther

by public or private conveyances in the roadway, or

pedestrianism on the sidewalks, a difficult and vexa

tious matter. A force of police is stationed at vari

ous points on our most crowded thoroughfares,

generally at the intersection of cross streets, for the

sole, or main, purpose of protecting pedestrians from

the attacks of drivers of vehicles. It is a passage of

terror, this crossing the streets of tho metropolis.

Tho managers of harnessed horses seem to assume

that they have the oxclusive right to tho roadway,

even on crossings, and at corners sometimes whisk

around them in a way that endangers the lives and

limbs of pedestrians. The only relief to this crowded

state of our thoroughfares is a means of conveying

passengers between different points without coming

in connection with th press of vehicles on the streets.

Two plans have been proposed : Ono that of subter

ranean travel by means of tunnels, and tho other

of elevating tho roadway of passenger cars above

the street.

To tho first there are solid objections. Manhattan

Island, especially at its upper portion, is a mass of

rock, which extends so far beneath the surface that,

even for sewers, water pipes, and gas conduits, it is

necessary to make a way by blasting through the

solid rock. The City Council havo granted to the

" West Side and YonkcM Patent Railroad Company "

permission to erect a line of elevated railway on

each sido of Greenwich street and Ninth avenue,

from the Battery to and across Harlem River, on

certain conditions, ono of which is that the company

shall pay five per cent of its earnings, less tho Na

tional, Statc,and local taxation, into tho city treasury.

The tracks will be laid on Iron columns at least

fourteen feet high, placed along the curbstones of

tho sidewalk, twenty feet apart. A trial of the new

enterprise will be made on Greenwich street ; if this

is successful, roads will be built on Broadway and

the Bowery. The motive power will bo a wire rope

running over drums, which are to bo driven by sta

tionary engines at about half a mile apart. A device

for griping the rope attaches to the moving line, and

allows the carriage to be started or stopped at will.

Stations for passengers will be established at certain

points in the second story of buildings, when possi

ble, or by outsido stairways. The principal designs

for this railway were prepared at this office.

COUNSELING OUR ENEMIES.

We doubt very much the statement of the En

gineering, in an article copied in this issue, that " Mr.

Fox, tho Assistant Secretary of tho United States

Navy, was ready to allow our whole fleet to hammer

at the Miantonomoh for two days, provided wo would

afterward allow that vessel to work ten hours' havoc

on our ships in return." However much we may

bo inclined to believe what we have heard stated,

that the visit of Mr. Fox to Europe, in tho Mianto

nomoh, was a private speculation, wo cannot believe

he was allowed such latitude as this.

Wo are well satisfied with the fact that we can

build tho most invulnerable gunboats, and manufac

ture the most effective artillery, without proving

these facts, in time of peace, to the satisfaction of

those who may be our enemies, and, in consequence

of our own foolish demonstration, be enabled to fight

us with our own weapons. In our issue of July

20th wo deprecated such an exhibition as that con

templated by Mr. Fox, and from the remarks of our

foreign—especially our English—exchanges, we feel

pretty certain that we are throwing away all the

advantages of our costly and repeated experiments

by this free exhibition of one of our most effective

ships, armed with our best guns.

Recently Sir S. Morton Peto stated in Parliament

that while in this country he had free access to our

navy yards, and had explained to him the minutiae

of our naval architecture. Surely, it is enough that a

foreigner—perhaps an agent of his Government—

coming to this country, can be furnished a free pass

to our shipyards and foundcries, our fortifications, and

other governmental institutions, and bear back with

him tho details of costly experiments, the results of

which aro invaluable. But, unsatisfied with this

means of instructing tho monarchies of Europe, wo

send to their own doors the completion of our exer

tions, and invite them to copy, and, if possible, im-

provo on them.

This is an entirely new way of proving the

entente cordiale between nations. The English Gov

ernment do not open freely tho doors and gates of

their armories, foundcries, and shipyards to the

American traveler. Some of their processes are

kept profound secrets ; but, in our own case, the

manner of fabricating our immense smooth-bore

guns are minutely described in our journals, and

the fact that a visitor is a foreigner is an open sesame

to the establishments where the work is performed.

It is certain that we cannot hope to conceal, per

manently, the results of our progress in naval and

other warlike improvements ; but, without this gra

tuitous advertising, they would become known only

when we were engaged in a war, where they would

be of service to us and of injury to our adversaries.

Already the visit of the Miantonomoh has stirred

the sluggish blood of our trans-Atlantic cousins, and

we Bhall have plenty of copies of our monitors and

big guns, all ready to operate against us when a

rupture of our peaceful relations shall render it

advisable.

Report of the Revenue Commission.—From the

Secretary of the Treasury we have received the

" Report of a Commission appointed for a Revision

of the Revenue System.'-' It is a valuable compen

dium of facts relating to nearly all branches of our

industrial resources, obtained from persons directly

interested in the business which they represent.

Much information of an interesting character is also

afforded in regard to the productions of other coun

tries. The volume is a valuable addition to tho in

dustrial literature of tho country, apart from lte

tmpeTtattct} ax a JKato document,
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AN ABATTOIR FOE NEW YOEK.

A new abattoir, somewhat on the French plan, is

now in course of construction at the foot of East

106th street, New York. It is intended to super

sede the slaughter houses at present existing, which

cause a great deal of sickness and mortality in hot

weathor among those who live in proximity to them.

The building, which is constructed of wood, is

dividod into tlireo departments—the abattoir,

legitimately so called, the size of which is 200 feet

by 20 and 19 feet high ; the pen for inclosing the

cattle previous to killing, which is 200 feet by 40,

and wliich is again divided into 20 smaller pens ; and

the fat-melting room, 120 feet by 20.

It is built facing the river, upon piles driven into

the ground below high-water mark, and has a plat

form on the river sido with gutters and gratings to

carry off all refuse to below low water mark. It is

well ventilated by a tower in the center of the room,

and tho appliances for draining the floor are ad

mirable. The builder is Mr. G. A. Kingsland, Green-

point. It will be ready for use by tho first of Sep

tember. The method of slaughtering the cattle is as

follows :—

They are driven into the small pens, 50 in each,

and one by one are taken into the abattoir and

hoisted by their hind legs by a simple apparatus till

the animal's head is just clear of tho ground, when

its throat is cut. After it is dead and has ceased to

bleed, it is lowered, partly skinned, and rehoisted,

when it is dressed and slid along two beams, for

the purpose, to the other side of the room, where it

is lowered by a crane into an ice boat and sent down

the river to the retail dealers.

There aro 20 hoisting apparatuses, one opposite to

each pen, thus enabling them to slaughter as many

as 1,500 bullocks in one day. Tho blood will bo

used for fertilizing purposes, the fat melted and sold,

and all other matter drained off".

As this abattoir is only for large cattle, it is pro

posed to build one on the same plan for sheep and

other small stock. It is to be hoped the retail dealers

will take advantage of this place and hire the

use of the apparatus, thus doing much toward im

proving the appearance and health of the city. It

is high time that the filthy and dangerous custom

of driving animals through our streets should be

stopped. The Health Board has this power, and it

would be speedily exercised but for the interference

of political judges, who disgrace the bench.

Third, Artificial ventilation. Mr. Hunt propses a

method of securing this, but its efficacy has not yet

been proved. It is tp let down a pipe in tho after

part of the ship well into the coal, and to let down

one in the fore part with tho top communicating

with tho chimney of tho cook's galley ; this would

produce an up draught and keep down the tempera

ture of the coal.

Fourth, Moisture. Coals are in every way liable to

get wet. At the pit's mouth they lay uncovered ;

in the wagons they are not in any way protected,

tho expense of tarpaulins being too great. While

being shipped tho hold is open to the weather, and

at Bea the hatches are frequently taken off, and th«

spray and sea air must necessarily damp them.

On the whole, the Committee commended to those

connected with shipping coal that—

Coal of undue fineness or damp coal should not be

shipped.

That a rod similar to those used in British ships

should bo used every 12 or 24 hours to ascertain the

temperature of tho coal.

That the proposition of Mr. Hunt for artificial

ventilation should be tried.

That the coal should bo washed previous to ship

ping.

spontaneous Combustion or Coal on Board

Ships.

The Committee of Lloyd's Salvage Association has

issued the subjoined rex«5rt upon this subject, which

has caused the destruction of so many vessels :—

There are a great many opinions afloat relative to

the cause of spontaneous combustion, some ascribing

it to the chemical composition of the coal, others to

the absence of ventilation, either natural or artificial,

while others, again, consider it is caused by moist

ure.

First, As to the chemical composition of coal.

Owners know that one kind of coal is moro liable to

heat than another, and some will not ship that which

is dangerous, but others are less scrupulous and ship

all kinds. This might bo partially checked by

obliging owners to deposit at the Customs an

analysis of the coals sent by them ; they would be

afraid of having any fire traced to their coal. But

a better method is suggested by Mr. R. Hunt, F.R.

S., of the Museum of Practical Geology, in England.

A machine has for some time been employed for

washing away the iron pyrites or bisulphurot of iron

from the small coal at tho pit's mouth previous to

converting it into coke. While the coal is in

transit, the oxygen acts upon the bisulphuret of

iron, and evolves great heat ; consequently, if the

iron pyrites were excluded, a great source of danger

would be obviated. The cost is only about 6d. a tun

for tho washing, and would'be amply set off by the

lower rate of insurance consequent on greater se

curity.

Second, As to natural ventilation. It is chiefly

small coal which heats, there being room in large

kinds for tho air to circulate between tho lumps, but

as the Chilian consumer requires small coal for

smelting purposes, the only remedy is for shippers

to send as large coal as can be used.

"Gas for Less than Nothing."

Some of the English papers are parading para

graphs under the above heading, which assert that

a Mr. Russell manufactures a gas from worthless

vegetable substances which leave a valuable resid

uum ; that the gas is of very superior illuminating

properties, and by a simple apparatus can be made

by any family, etc. The Journal of Qm Lighting,

says :—

" From inquiries wo have mad •, it appears that

Mr. Russell's gas is manufactured from cocoa-nut

shells, and that a high value is attributed to the re

sidual charcoal. The process is by no means novel,

for as long ago as Feb. 12, 1829, Edward Heard pat

ented ' Improvements in illumination, or producing

artificial light,' and cocoa-nut shells were one of the

substances from which he proposed to manufacture

his gas."
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56,871—Pump.—M. J. Atthouse, Watipun, Wis.
I claim the inserting of a glass, stone, or metallic tube, or lining,

into the barrel of a wooden pump, and firmly holding It there by
means of rubber, or other elastic rings, In the manner and for the
purpose heretofore set forth.

56.872.—Bridle Bit.—Stephen D. Arnold (assignor

to himself and W. F. Arnold), New Britain,

Conn.
I claim tho combination of the tube bit, a, with the clasp, d, ring,

c, constructed and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
described.

56.873.—Anchor Stopper.—George H. Babcock,

Providence, R. I.
First, I clnim, in anchor stoppers, the employment of a rotating

tumbler, B, adapted to receive the link, C, or Its equivalent, on a
point or points lying in, or nearly In, the axis of rotation, sub
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.
Second, I also claim combination with the rotating tumbler, B,

sliding rod, I), substantially as and for cither or both the purposes
-*■ —-Iflcdabove sped
Third, I also claim, in combination with the rotating tumbler,

B, the stationary mousing piece, a', substantially as and for tho
purpose herein set forth.
Fourth, I also claim an automatically-locking anchor stopper,

consisting of the rotating tumbler, B, the sliding rod, D, or equiv
alent device, and mousing piece, a , substantially as herein de
scribed.

56.874.—Coal Scuttle and Sifter.—C. L. W. Ba

ker, Hartford, Conn.
I claim as a new improved article of manufacture, the scuttle,

a, sifter, d. when constructed and arranged substantially as and
for the purpose as described.

56.875.—Side Saddle.—Clara A. Bartlett, Oakland.

Cal.
I claim a side saddle, having one of Its horns arranged thereon

and attached thereto, so as to be operated substantially In the
manner described and for the purpose specified.

56.876.—Washstand and Desk.—D. W. Bashore,

Erie, Pa.
I claim the arrangement of the water-heating tank, B, with tho

other two tanks, C and D, In a woshstand, and the construction of
the waste-water space, E, to adapt the stand to use as a writing
desk, as specified.

50.877.—Crushing, Rolling, and Kneading Ma

chine.—Caleb Bates, Kingston, Mass.
First, I claim the swinging bars, c c, provided with the reversi

ble bars, e e, containing the rollers, G 11, and arranged as shown
to admit of either roller, G H, being used as the nature of the
work may require, substantially as and for the purpose pet forth.
Second. The slides, I I, In combination with the spring, F, and

screws. E. as and for the purpose set forth.
Third, The perforated receptacle. J, applied to the bars.ee. In

combination w ith the reversible bars, e e, and rollers, G LI, sub
stantially as and for the purpose specified.
Fourth, Tho combination of the receptacle, A, provided with a

curved bottom, In combination with the bars, e c. rollers, G H,
and swinging bars, c c, all arranged to operate substantially In
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

56.878.—Gang Plow.—William Battel], Quincv,

111.
First, I claim the attaching of tho axles of the wheels, B B, of

the machine to the rear ports of the bars, c c, the front ends of
which are attached by hinges, a, to tho front part of the frame. A,
In connection with the segment bars, I), attached to the rear
parts of the bars, c, and the levers, K E, attached to the bars, D,
all arranged substantially as and for the purpose specified.
Second, The arrangement of tho curved bars, L, attached to

tho plow beams by links, M, guides, N, with rollers, J, fitted In
them, and the lovers, O, all arranged to operate substantially In
the manner as and for the purpose herein set forth.
Third, The construction or the clevises, H, as shown and de

scribed, to admit of the adjustment of the plow beams, as set
torth.
Fourth, The thimbles, g, provided with the set screws, h. In

combination with the clevises, H, rod, I, and adjustable stays, Q,
substantially as and for the purpose m t forth.

56.879.—Tweer.—John Bayliss, New York City.
I claim tho tweer, A, consisting of the water chamber, B, con

necting pJpes^D F,. water reservolr, C, elbow pjpe, II, air cham
ber, I, and pipe, J. and having an opening, G, combined and -
operating substantially as and for
described.

for the purpose represented and

5(1,880.—Grain Cleaner.—C. F. Baylor, Clinton,

N. Y.
I claim the arrangement of the wheel, H, with Its groove, h,

lever, F, screen frame, D, with its screens, b b\ as described,
pressure roller, H, and rollers, C C, constructed and operating in
the manner and for the purposs herein specified.

56.881.—Puivy-seat Cover.—William Beach, Phil

adelphia, Pa.
I claim the cover or lid (B), hinged to the underside of the

privy seat, and operated by means of a treadle, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

56.882.—Last.—W. L. Beardslev, Binghamton,

N. Y.
I claim placing tho bolt and spring In the body of the last In

combination with tho position of the vertical opening, D, through
the heel of the Instep block, and the mode or unlocking and de
taching said block, as described.

56.883.—Stave-Cutting Machine.—John Bell,

Lancaster, N. Y.
I claim forming the knife with a bevel on the upper side, and

combining the knife, when so constructed, with the frame. A,
and reciprocating bolt hopper, substantially as and for the pur
poses set forth.

56.884.—Tool for Holding and Driving Sta

ples for Wire Fences.—Albert C. Belts,

Troy, N. Y.
I claim a device for holding staples Tor the convenience of

driving the same, composed of a case in which the staples are
placed, a Blide and spring, and a sliding bar which Is actuated by a
hammer for driving the staples, all being arranged substantial! v
a* shown, so that when one staple Is driven by striking the bar,
and the latter Is moved back, a succeeding staple will be adjusted
or thrown In line with the bar for the purpose of being driven, as
set forth.

I also claim the placing of the slsding bar, G, in a hinged cap, F,
arranged with the case. A, so that when said cap, F, is opened the
bnr.G, will be out of tho way and the eud of the case left open for
the ready insertion of the staples.

56.885.—Die for Swaging Pistol Frames.—

Charles E. Billings, Windsor, Vt
I claim the cutting dies herein described, for forming pistol and

rifle frames ; formed with cavities, c c, and otherwise constructed
as specified.

56.886.—Electric Telegraph.—John Blackie,

New York City.
I el tun tho construction and application of a switch to a line

connecting two batteries, in such a manner that the electric cur
rent between the batteries may be reversed or transferred from
one to the other of the poles of said battei lea at will, whereby tho
batteries shall be made to neutralize each other, and thus remain
dormant for the time being, substantially as set forth.

56.887.—Flour Bolt.—J. C. Blythe, Perry, N. Y.
I claim the combination of the partitions, E, and hoops. D,

either or both, with tho arms, B, ribs, C, and cloth of a flour bolt,
when the Bald parte are constructed and arranged substantially
as herein described and for the purposes set forth.

56.888.—Horse Shoe.—Gustave Bonnet, New York

City.
First, I claim the peculiar shape of my shoe, as shown In Fig.

Second, I claim the rubber band, F, in the combination, and
for the purpose specified.
Third. I claim the combination of the shoo with the clamp, D,

the books, E E, and the band, F, as and for the purpose specified
substantially.

56.889.—Tapping Barrel.—William Boynton,

Auburn, N. Y.
First, I claim the solid plug, F, for shutting off the contents ol

the cask, as above set forth.
Second^ Closing the end of the faucet, G, by means of a solid

plug and projecting therefrom the tenon, J, for the purpose above
specified.
Third, The apertures in the thimble, A, marked 12 3, and tho

corresponding apertures in the screw portion of the faucet, H,
marked 4 5 ana 6, when used as and for the purpose specified.

56.890.—Breech-loading Fire-arm.—Isaac Brad

ley, Hartford, Conn.
I claim the arrangement of the spring slide, I, in the stock. A,

operating with the breech piece, G, provided with the lug, M. in
the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

56.891.—Stove-pipe Damper.—R Moss Brccken-

ridge, West Meriden, Conn.

First. I claim the rod. A, combined and arranged with the damp
er plate, C, substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.
Second, The spring handle, B, at the upper part of the rod, A,

combined with the rod, A. and damper plate, t , substantially in
the manner and for the purpose herein shown and described.

56.892.—Body Conformators.—S. O. Brigham,

San Francisco, Cal.
I claim an apparatus or implement for the cutting and fitting of
" s' dresses and other garments, which when applied to the

>D will adjust Itself thereto, and 1b provided with any suita
ble means for Indicating the line or lines of the seams for tho
perso:

garment to be cut, substantially as herein described.
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56.893.—Heaping and Mowing Machine.—Robert

Brown, Davton, Ohio.
I claim. First, The combination of ft crown wheel, which 1b

adapted for receiving and forming independent bearings for
vibrating rake and reel arms, with a cam, F, which is fixed to
the post, E, around which said wheels turn, and which Is so con
structed as to act upon the inner projecting arms of the rake and
reels, substantially as described.
Second, Dishing or opening the crown wheel, D2, for the pur-

fiose of receiving the cam, F, and allowing of depression of the
nner proieethig ouds oftho reel and rake arms, substantially as
described.
Third. The construction and combination of the cam, F, and

guard, F\ for the purposes substantially as described.
Fourth, In a combined reaping and mowing machine, ha1

rake attachment substantially as described; 1 claim pro\
means, substantial I v as described, formatting flexible or rigid the
Joints at o\ substantially as specified.

Fifth, The arrangement of the bending and gathering board. L\
directly on the Jointed drag bar, L, the said board extending
along the whole length (or nearly so) of the drag bar, and serv
ing to assist tiie rake and rtel In getting the grain on and off the
platform without Interfering with the motion of the platform,
substantially as described.

56.894.—Bag Fastener.—William II. Brown, Wor

cester, Mass. Antedated August 2, 1866.
I claim, first, The combination and arrangement of the seg

ments, A Band C, the lever, D, and link, E, substantially as de
scribed.
Second, The method described of securing the clasp against

accidental release.

56.895.—Fence.—William H. Brown, Stockwell,

Ind.
First, I claim the combination of the blocks, B and C, and in*

dined corner stakes, I), with the panels, A, when the blocks,
stakes, and panels are constructed and arranged substantially as
herein described and for the purpose set forth.
Second, The combination of the long poles or rails, E F, and

stakes, G, with the panels, A, of the fence, substantially as de
scribed and for the purpose set forth.
Third, Combining the lower top rails, E. with the top of the

uprights, a2, substantially as described and for tho purpose set
forth.

56.896.—Composition for Grinding and Polish

ing.—N. A. Buhle, New York City.
I claim a compound for grinding and polishing, made as herein

set forth.

56.897.—Machine for Making Eyelets.—Edwin

B. Butler, New Britain, Conn.

First, I claim the employment of the movable die plates, c, hav
ing two or more rows of (lies, d, substantially as and for the pur
pose described.
Second, I claim the male and female dies, constructed and

operating as described.
Third, I claim the employment of the clearer*, q, in combination

with the die plates, c, arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purpose described.
Fourth, fclaim the employment of the slide plate, n, and pawl,

n\ in combination with the steps or pins, e, and die plates, c, sub
stantially as and for the purpose described.

Fifth, I claim in combination with tho male and female dies the
clearer, n\ substantially as described,

56.898.—Method of Operating Steam Engines.

—Samuel G. Cabell, Quincy, 111.
First, I claim providing for the use of a portion of the spent

Bteam in the cylinder, to All the vacuum on the opposite side of
the piston, previously to the admission of fresh steam for its re
turn motion, by means substantially as herein specified.
Second, The arrangement of a valve or valves In the piston of

a steam engine, substantially as and for the purpose set lorth.

56.899.—Piston for Steam Engine.—S. G. Cabell,

Quincy, 111.
I claim tho combination of tho flexible disks, D, with a steam or

other piston, operating substantially as herein spccltled.

56.900.—Horse Netting.—J. Cantner and Michael

Ulricli, Millheim, Pa.
We claim connecting the lashes B B, with the straps, A A, by

means of looping through single holes, a, and holding them by
locking lashes or cords, c, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.
We also claim the metallic clasps, D D, in combination with the

lashes, R B, substantially as and tor the purpose herein set forth.

56.901.—WnEEL.—Joseph Carlin. Cincinnati, Ohio.
I claim the arrangement of hub, A, having the described con

cave or dished periphery, C C\ and central collar, B, which sup
ports on their inner sides two sets of straddling spokes, F * *,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

56.902.—Needle-Feed Sewing Machine.—Wm.

H. Cately,New York City.
First, I claim the combination of the mechanism for operating

the needle, and varying the extent of tho feed with the mechan
ism for operating the looper, the same being constructed, ar
ranged, and operating substantially as described.
Second, The arrangement of the looper slide, J. so as to be

operated directly by the crank pin of the shaft, G, In combina
tion with the arrangement of the needle, so as to be operated
directly by the crank pin of the shaft, C, substantially as de
scribed.
Third, The construction and arrangement of the plate, K,

looper, J\ and spring, S, In combination with a needle, which is
hung upon a crank pin, substantially as described.

56.903.—Writing and Drawing Card.—Henry

A. Clark, Boston, Mass., and Henry J. Gris-

wold, Norwich, Conn. Antedated Aug. 1, 1866.
What we claim la a card or tablet, first printed upon, and the

printing or surface covered with a transparent waterproof com
position, so that the surface will receive pencil or ink marks
which can be rubbed or washed oti" without defacing the printed
matter, lesson or design, substantially as described.

56.904.—Butter Tongs.—J. S. Clark, Auburn,

Mass.
First, I claim the combination of the parts marked ABC and

I), constructed and arranged in relation to each other, substan
tially as and lor the pnrposes set iorth.
Second, In combination with the plates or pads, D, of the but

ter tongs, as described, 1 claim the Indentations or ridges, c,
formed In or upon said plates, as and for the purposes set forth.

56,905—Tube Thimble.—Charles W. Copeland,

New York City.
I claim ttie construction of the calorimeter thimble, substan

tially a* herein shown and described, so as to govern the calori
meter and reduce the draught without obstructing the lower part
of the tube, as set l'jrth,

56,906.—Machinery for Unloading Railroad

Cars.—John Dable, Chicago, 111.
First, I claim the horizontally vibrating arm, d, constructed

with a loop, d\ crossliead, A2. and provided with a pulley, c2, and
anti-friction rollers, in combination with the bridge bearing, (13,
all operating substantially as described, for laying the rope evenly
upon the drum, el.
Second, The construction and manner of application of the E E,

In connection with the machine herein described for unloading
railroad cars, and other receptacles, of their contents, substan
tially as set forth.
Third, The combination and arrangement of the swivel coup

ling, c c , drum cl, rope, b, and hinged frame, G, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.
Fourth. The combination and arrangement of the spring fric

tion device. J, drum, cl, rope, b, and hinged frame, G, substan
tially tn the manner and for the purpose described.
Fifth, The combination and arrangement of the V form spring

Bton, hi, ctntch lever, D, connecting rod, D2, lever, Dl. drum, cl,
and rope, b bl, substantially as and for the purpose described.
Sixth, Connecting the frame or " shears," Q, to the sill, Al, by

means of a rod, g, and providing at the same tlmo for adjusting
said frame laterally, and establishing it at any desired point, sub- !
stanttally as described.
Seventh, The combination of the convex ends, ww, of the pul

leys, h h. with the convex surfaces of the Dlates or Jaws, J J, of tho
hinged frame, G, substantially as and forThe purpose described.
Eighth, The combination with the drum cl, friction brake, J,

clntch lever, D, spring stop, b'2, connecting rod, 1)2. lever, Dl,
rope, b bl, and hinged frame, G, substantially as and for the pur
pose described.

56,907—Propeller Screw.—Wm. Edward Davis,

Jersey City, N. J.
First, I chilm the propeller screw blades, A A, cnt out of flat

metal plates, and bent up to shape, substantially as herein de
scribed.
Second, I claim the mode of connecting and fastening the sep

arate screw blades npon tho shaft of a propeller, in the manner
and for the purposes substantially as herein described.

56.908. — Governor.—John Degnon, Cleveland,

Ohio.
I claim tho combination of the propeller. B, revolving in water,

in the cylinder, A, the spindle, C, and rack, 1), applied with the
toothed segment, E, attached to the spindle, d, operated through
the medium of the gearing, a b, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose represented and described.

56.909.—Stop Device for Sewing Machine.—

Albert S. Dewey, Westfield, Mass.
I claim the Bpring, D, applied to shaft, B, cither with or without

the hnbbed pulley, A E, substantially as shown and used, all ar
ranged to operate in the manner substantially as and for the pur
pose set forth.

56.910.—WAsniNG Machine.—Wm. M. Doty, E. P.

Doty and Ellis Doty, Janesville, Wis.
First, We claim the combination of the spiral springs, c d, ful

crum pins, b, and oscillating washboard, B, constructed as de
scribed, and operating substantially as and for the purpose
specified.
Second, In combination with the above, I claim the projecting

cheek pieces, C, with chamfered edges, constructed and operat
ing substantially as and for the purpose described.
Third, The cleats, F, fastened to the ends of the tub, and pro

vided with sockets to receive the upper ends of the legs, E,
which are fastened to the lower edges of the ends of the tub with
screws or bo'ts, substantially as ana for the purpose set forth.

56.911.—Washing Machine.—Amos Durant and

Henry Gressirn. Stockton, Cal.
We claim the application and combination of the levers, c c

and D D, working from different centers, and connected with the
plunger, E, and worked by reciprocating motion, as herein set
forth.

56.912.—Fanning Mill.—Charles K. Ehle, Green-

bush, Wis.
First, I claim constructing the drum with its front side ex

tended upward, and its top extended forward and upward, so as
to form a throat through which the wind Is discharged immedi
ately beneath the hopper and above the screens, substantially as
described and for the purpose set forth.
Second, The combination of the cross bar, I, and perforated

Bcreen board, J, with each other, and with the shoe, G, of the
mill, substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.
Third, The combination and arrangement of the sieve. P,

trough, R, and discharging spout, with each other, with the shoe,
G, and with the side, O, of the mill, substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.
Fourth, The combination of the selves, K L, trough, M, and

spout, N, with each other, with the shoe, G, and with the side, O.
of the mill, substantially as described and for the purpose set
forth.
Fifth, The combination of the Inclined board, S, trough, T,

and spout, U, with each other, with the shoe, G, and with the
side, O, of the mill, substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

56.913.—Picker Motion for Power Looms.—

Hosea Elliott, Globe Village, Mass.
First, I claim. In combination with* the loose crank, N, sweep,

N, the lever, R, and tho spring, P, forgiving motion to the picker-
staff, substantially as described. "
Second, I also claim operating the picker staff of a loom by

means of the appliances that act Independently of the driving
shaft, substantially as described.
Third. I also claim, in combination, the cam, U,the arm, G.and

the cord, F, for drawing the picker staff Inward, substantially as
described.

56.914.—Mode of Tinting Photographs, etc.—

Charles Elvecna, San Francisco, Cal.
I claim the mode herein specified of tinting surfaces for use in

the arts, by the action of smoke or fumes within a closed chamber,
as specified.

56.915.—Safety Cage for Mines.—John Evans,

Virginia City, Nevada.
I claim the employment or use of the lever. A, spring bar, B,

with the friction roller, e, nnd guide pin, d (or their equivalents),
when arranged substantially as described and for the purpose set
forth.

56.916.—Apparatus for Tempering Chisels.—

William M. Everitt, Maiden, N. Y.
I claim the combination of the table, B, and rack. D.with the

tub or water bath, A, ior tho purposes hereinbefore set forth.

56.917.—Fishing Apparatus.—P. H. Ferl and W.

Larkins, Detroit, Mich.
First. We claim a net of the form and construction herein sub*

stantlally described.
Second. The construction and combination of tho tube, A, the

arms. F, the bolts, M, with the springs, ropes, and pulleys, sub
stantially as herein described.
Third, The combinat ion of the tube, A, the arms, F, the bolts,

M, and the springs, ropes, and pulleys, substantially as herein de
scribed, with the net for tho purpose of spreading, casting, and
sinking the same, substantially as described and for the purpose
hereinbefore s. t forth.

56.918.—Churn.—Wesley S. Ferrier, Indiana, Pa.
I claim tho combination and arrangement of the dashers or

beaters, B B, shafts, c c\ with the shafts F F\ and gear wheels, G
G, gear wheels, H, all for tho purposes and substantially as here
in described.

56.919.—Pipe Welding Furnace.—Joseph Field-

house, Taunton, Mass.
I claim the arrangement of tho fuel supply throats, c c c c, of

the welding heat chamber In the partition, ii, which separates it
from the oven, and with respect to the fael supply throats, DDD
D, of the fire place of the oven, substantially in manner as
Bpecifled.

I also claim the combination and arrangement of the series of
bridges, C C C, with the oven and Its fire piece, the welding heat
chamber and the two series of fuel supply throats, ccc c,D D D
D, arranged in the side wall of the oven lire place and In the par
tition wall, G, substantially as specified.

56.920.—Pen and Pen-holder.—G. T. Foster,

Jersey City, N. J.
I claim a single* or double pointed pen connected with the

holder by a swivel Joint constructed as and for the purposes set
forth.

I also claim In combination with the above, the offsets In the
case, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

56.921.—Boots and Shoes.—Samuel T. Fowler,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Antedated July 27, 1866.
I claim securing to the soles of boots and shoes, india-rubber

soles by means ofscrews, tiie washers upon said screws being ex
panded Into guards, as shown In the drawing and described herein.

56.922.—Spinning Mule and Jack.—John Gould-

ing. Worcester, Mass.
First, The combination in a spinning machine of the following

instrumentalities!, viz, the carriage and Jaws for the wings, and the
stationary turning spool support, substantially a* set forth.
Second, The combination in a spinning machine of the follow

ing instrumentalities, viz, the stationary jaws, stationary turn
ing spool Bupport, traveling jaws and carriage, substantially as
set forth.
Third, The combination in a spinning machine of the following

Instrumentalities, viz, the traveling carriage, the shaft thercol,
and ropes for turning the. said shaft, substantially as set forth.
Fourth, The combination in a spinning machine of the follow

ing Instrumentalities, viz, the drum far imparting motion to the
spindles, pnlloys, endless rope, tightening pullcv, and adjustable
weight, substantially as set forth.
Fifth, The combination in a spinning machine of the following

Instrumentalities, viz, the drum for Imparting motion to the
spindles, pulleys, endless rope, tightening pullev, adjustable
weight and second tightening pulley, substantially as set forth.
Sixth, The combination in a spinning machine of the following

instrumentalities, viz, the regulating wire, friction brake, and
drum for Imparting motion to the spindles, substantially as set
forth.
Seventh, The combination in a spinning machine ofthe follow

ing instrumentalities, viz, the drum for imparting motion to the
spindles, pulleys, endless belt, tightening pulley, and cams, sub
stantially as set forth.
Eighth, The combination In a spinning machine of the follow

ing Instrumentalities, viz, the drum for Imparting motion to the
spindles, friction brake and cam, substantially asset forth.
Ninth, The combination in a spinning machine of the following

instrumentalities, viz, the arm of the backing-off mechanism,
Bhlftlng screig andBcctlon nut, substantially as set forth.

56.923—Bridle Bit.—F. N. Frost, New Britain,

Conn.
I claim a bit for horses or other animals, made of a closely

colled or spirally wound metallic wire, substantially as de
scribed.
In combination with the above, the use of a chain or its

equivalent as and for the purpose specified.

56.924—Hay Loader.—Austin Fuller, Plymouth,

Ind.
I claim the hereinbefore described arrangement of a hay loader

consisting of a derrick, C, mounted upon the center of one side of
the rack, and sustained by the transverse timbers, B and B* so
as to turn freely In all directions and bv a guy, I, attached to a' " nben ~~
post, D,
turning

D, upon the opposite end of the timbers and restrained from
ng by another guy, H, substantially as described.

56.925.—Loom.—A. P. Garretson, Ripley, Ohio,

and J. M. Hoffman, Miami, Ind.
We claim, First, The endless belt, C. and picker, A, with the

hooks, H, and side binders, G, fastened In the breast beam, B, and
the pin, K, In the lathe, J, all arranged as described for the pur
pose of vibrating the shuttle.
Second, The slieddcrs, M. with their projections, N, and ele

vators, P. passing through them, with the arms, Q, and reacting
pulley, T, on the cam Bhoft, R, when arranged and combined as
nerelh described and for the purpose set forth.
Third, We also claim the square block. W, on the Bhaft, R,

with the falling block, X, when operated by the lathe as herein
described.

56.926.—Clothes Drier.—Stephen L. George,

Decatur, Mich.
I claim the arrangement and combination of the crank pulley,

C. tightening pullev, K, grooved pulleys. D D, with the nosts,B
B, constructed and operated as herein described and for the pur
pose set forth.

-W. W. Grier and R. H. Boyd,

56.927.—Hydrant. — Napoleon B. Gousha , Bal

timore, Md.
I claim, First, The perforated hollow screw valve, D, In con

nection with the flange, c, leather washer, f, as constructed and
arranged tn combination with the chamber, B, neck, a, and supply
pipe, C, substantially in the manner and for tho purpose herein
set forth.
Second, The combination of the perforated hollow screw valve,

D.with the wrench rod, F, and cup or valve, c, substantially In
the manner and for the purpose as set forth.

56.928.—Scissors.-

Halton, Pa.
We claim providing shears or scissors with the ripping hook,

a, substantially as ana for the purpose set forth.

56.929.—Head Block for Saw Mills.—J. A.

Griggs, Charleston, 111.
I claim the setting of logs to clrcularsaws by means of a bar or

handle passing over the log and saw, to within convenient reach
of the sawyer, and connected by a toggle and rock shaft to pawls
which engage with racks on the head blocks, substantially as
herein shown and described

56.930.— Traveling-Bag Frame.—Nicholas Groel

Newark, N. J.
I claim the angular encasing metallic band, D, made as de

scribed, for strengthening the hinged portions of a traveling-bag
frame, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

56.931.—Show Case.—Joel Haines, West Middle-

burg, Ohio.
I claim the revolving shelves and rack or frame constructed and

arranged substantially as described for the purpose set forth.

56.932.—Washing Machine.—C. H. Hale, Fayette-

ville, N. Y.
I claim the arrangement of the perforated and ribbed wash

board, and covetea rollers, E, In combination with the adjustable
springs, K , as herein described, and for the purposes set forth.

56.933.—Key Fastener.—Marshal P. Hall, Man

chester, N. II.
I claim the devices herein described, that Is to say the notched

piece, a, or Its equivalent, entering the key hole at one point,
and secured to the key at another point by the clamp, c, the
washer, w, and the nut, n, or their equivalents.

56.934.—Fruit Jar.—B. J. Harris, Harrisburg, Pa.
I claim the open mouthed can, A, provided with corrugations

and groove arranged and used with the cross bar, B, and top, C,
substantially In the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

56.935.—Perpetual Calendar.—Horace Harris,

Newark, N. J. Antedated July 25, 1866.
I claim the table, B, arranged to slide by the days, C, substan

tially In the manner andfor the purpose set forth.

56.936.—Horse Hay Fork.—Samuel Harris and D.

Harris, Shippenburg, Pa.
We claim the two pairs of bars, a a, pivoted at their upper ends

to a cross bar, c. In combination with the levers, B B', and forks,
C C, connected or applied to the bars, a a, as shown and provided
at their upper ends with the hook, f, and slotted bar, E, or other
equivalent fastening to connect the rod. A, with the levers, B B'(
all arranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

56.937.—Fishing-Llne Reel.—A. B. Hartell, New

York City.
I claim the screw, a. In combination with the fixed Btnd, b, of

the reel, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

56.938.—LEATHER-CnAMFERING MACHINE.—C. H.

Helms, Poughkeensie, N. Y.
First, I claim the cutter wheel having a projecting rim with a

beveled face In combination with a cutter arranged in the Bald
rim, substantially as hereinbefore set forth, for the purpose of
chamfering or scarfing pieces of leather.
Second, I also claim the combination of a standard composed

of two parts, substantially as hereinbefore sot forth, with a guide
plate, for the purposes as nerelnbcfore described.
Thtrdj I also claim the method of clamping or holding the

piece ol: leather at its hack side, and back of the edge of the cut
ter, substantially as hereinbefore described, in combination with
the cutter wheel and guide plate, for the purposes hereinbefore
set forth.
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56.939.—Magazine Fi he-Arm.—Hiram AV. Hay-

den, Watcrbury, Conn. Antedated Aug.

3, 1806.
First, I claim the block, o, formed as n T head to the shank. e\

and both occupying grooves In the breach pin, d, in combination
with the honsinir, c c', having notches for the reception of the
ends of block, c, at each side of the breech pin, as and for the pur
poses Fpcclfled.
Second, I claim the cross block upon a shank passing into a

groove Iu the breech pin, In combination with a spring to throw
said block down into place as the breech is closed, a-* set forth.
Third, I claim the slide exploding punch fltted as specified, and

actuated by forcing the said cross block down to its place as
set forth.
Fourth, I claim constructing the hammer with the latch and

groove taking the pin on the said cross block, as ami for the pur-
pose<« specified.

Fifth, 1 claim the combination of the hammer, the cross block,
the brooch pin and the spring, n, as sp^ciiled, when-bv the said
hammer lifts tho said cross block, and draws back the breech pin
in the act of cocking the piece, and the breecli closes itself, asset
forth.
Sixth, I claim the combination of the breech pin and sliding

cartridge conveyor with the lever, t, actuated substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

56.940.—Scale.—Charles E. Hoffman, Jersey City,

First, I claim making the knife edges, II ' J', adjustable in slots,
or their equivalent*, In the levers. C and G, and arranged to
operate relatively to wild levers ana their connections, substan
tially as and for the purpose specified.
Second, 1 claim making the lever, G,ln a single har, with open

ings to receive the links, I* 1", and to support them centrally
therein, by which arrangement I construct the scale at less ex
pense and with less liability of derangement.
Third, 1 claim receiving the post, M\ within openings In the

levers, C* and CI, so that tuese parta shall mutually steady and sup
port each other, substantially as herein specified.
Fourth, I claim the rigid posts, el e".\ and straight knife edge*, gt
* in contradistinction to flexible links, and hollowed or notched

km:... life or edges, and arranged to operate substantially In the man
ner and with the advantages herein specified.

50.941.—Machine for Holding and Filing Docu-

ments.—Mi\ reus L. M. Hussey, New York

City.
I claim an improved letter file, having; n removable or sliding

door, E, which may be used as such door and also as a paper
folder or cutter.

56.942.—Gang Plow.—Samuel Hutchinson, Griggs-

ville, 111.
First, The elevating or adjusting of the frame. A, of the machine

in a vertical directum In order to regulate the depth of the
penetration of the plows, by means ot levers, H H, provided
with lower segment ends, a, and secured to the sides ol frame, A,
In combination with the pendent plus. E E, Attached to frame, A,
and passing loosely through the axle, D, substantially as shown
and described.
^Second, TUe plow frame, I, fitted within the frame, A, and con
nected by a chain, O, with a plate, N, attached to a shaft, L, over
frame, I, whereby the. plow frame and plows may be raised when
desired, and the plows when at work retained In the ground, sub
stantially asset forth

56.943.—Sliding Slate for Computation Cards.

—George N. Jackson, Chicago, III
I claim tho combination with the tubular card of a computing

slate arranged to slide therefrom, substantially as set forth.

50.944.—Convertible Stereoscope.—William II.

Jacoby, Xenia, Ohio.
First, I claim the eye piece, A A' R D D\ formed for separate

use, or In combination with a stereoscopic case, substantially as
set forth.
Second, The arrangement of eye-piece, A A'B I)D, lips, E F,

chamber, G, and spring H, for the purpose explained.
Third, In the described combination with the elements of claim

second, I claim the receptacle, II* J J', substantially as set
forth.

56.945. — Dentists' Vulcahizbb. — Charles II.

James, Cincinnati, Ohio.
I claim the yoke,7 F'f, central set screw, O, and notched flange,

B b, arranged and operating substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

56.946.—Steam-Engine Valve.—Andrew Jamison,

Taylorstown, Pa.
I clalm*thc saddle-shaped valve, C, and Its seats, R and D, made

of corresponding shape thereto, when arranged together, substan
tially In the mauner and so as to operate as and lor the purposes
specified.

56.947.—Hoisting Apparatus.—Barton H. Jenks,

Bridesburgh, Fa.
First, I claim providing for raising or lowering a carriage which

is mounted upon on inclined track or perpendicular shaft by
means of ropes or chains, and at the same time, to so construct
the devices which act upon and move the wheels of said carriage,
that should the hoisting rope or chain break, the carriage will re
main In a steady and safe position upon the track, substantially as
described.
Second, The means, substantially as herein described, for hold

ing the upper end of the carriage down upon the inclined track,
and preventing lateral displacement.

56.948.—Dredging Machine.—John Johnson, Saco,

Maine.
I claim tho system or mode of dredging, consisting of an air

tight, flexible supply tube, an air-tight floating barge or vessel,
and suitable pumps for removing air water from the vessel, sub
stantially as herein described.

I also claim, in combination with an alr-tlght floating barge, the
discharge valve. V, and the bulk heads, that allow the water to
flow over them into the pump well, as it Is displaced by the en
trance of sand, or other dredged material.

I also claim the cross-tube, K L, in combination with the main
supply tube, as specified.
I also claim the combination of the cross-tube, K L, with its

bearings, 1 1', for the purpose of raising and lowering the tube
without disturbing the position of the orlflco through which the
mud or sand passes.
I also claim the combination of the cross-tube with the cap or

stopper, C, so fltted that It can be taken otT for the purpose of re
moving obstructions, substantially as herein set forth.

56.949.—Aero-Gas Burner.—Wm. Jones and M.

II. Collins, Chelsea, Mass.
We claim the Improved aero-gas burner, that is, one made with

or having a means ol closing, and more or less opening its air Inlet
or Inlets, as specified.
We also claim the combination of the removable deflecting

dome or cap, C, made with eduction orifices In it and near its base
or lower part, with the aero-gas burner, as specified.
We also claim the peculiar mode, as described, in which to con

struct the aero-gas burner, viz : by uniting its two parts, A B, by
screws, a b, and arranging the a r-fnlet holes of upper part, A.wltn
respect to such screws, In manner as specified.

56.950.—Washing Machine.—Albert Joyner, El

ton, Wis.
I claim the manner, substantially as shown, of keeping the

Journals on which the rubbing concave is suspended in their
bearings.

56.951.—Snap Hook.—Oliver S. Judd, New Britain,

Conn.
I claim securing one end of the spring, g, in the heel of the

shank of the hook or latch, while the other end bears against the
opposite side of the chamber, and thereby produce a pulling mo
tion, substantially as and for the purpose described,

56.952.—Lamp Chimney.—Anson Judson, Brook

lyn, N. Y.
claim constructing a lamp chimney in the form hereinbefore

set forth, to prevent the fracture of the chimney by the unequal
exposure to neat to which other forms are subject.

56.953.—Broom Head.—J. W. Keene and W. E.

Snediker, Utiea, N. Y.
First, We claim th? extension rod, F, In combination with the

links, L L, and the straps, M M M M, or their equivalents, con
structed and operating substantially as described.
Second. The head, A, In combination with the arms, O O, or

their equivalents, constructed and operating substantially as de
scribed.
Third, The slotted ferrule, C, the nut. E, and the cap, 1), in com

bination, substantially, as described, and for the uses and purposes
mentioned.

56.954.—Machine for Making Forks.—Horace B.

Kinney, Leonardsville, N. Y.
I claim, First, Spreading and swaging the split blanks of two or

many-ttned forks by means of a die block and supports, construct
ed and operating substantially as described.
Third, The adjustable yoke-support, k, or Its equivalent, In com

bination with a wedge-shaped reciprocating spreading die, sub
stantially as described.
Third, Sustaining the tans and the tines of a fork blank during

the act of forming the shoulders, against and between supports,
constructed and arranged substantially as described.
Fourth, The movable shoulder plates, g g, in combination with

back supports, N, and a reciprocating die or dies, H, substantially
as described.

Fifth, The yoke, Kft, with shoulders on It, In combination with a
reciprocating shaping die, H3, or its equivalent, for shaping the
forks after their tines have been drawn out under the hammer,
substantially as described.
Sixth, The combination of splitting shears, J, with a fork bend

ing and swaging machine, constructed substantially as described,
said shears being actuated by tho driving shaft of the swaging dies,
substantially as described.
Seventh, The gages, S 8*, to support tho fork blanks In proper

position, during the operation of the shears In splitting these
lanks, constructed and arranged substantially as described,
Eighth, Tho dies, constructed nnd arranged substantially as

described, for making rounded or square shoulders at the Junc
tion of tho tines of tho fork blank with the tang or head, asset
forth.
Ninth, The guide blocks, PP, In combination with adjustable

shoulder plates, g g. or their equivalents, supported substantially
as described, and reciprocating dies, II II, the guides, P P, closing
the dies, 11 11 , In their forward movemeut toward plates, g g, sub
stantially as described.

56.955.—Washing Machine.—Adolph F. Knhl-

mann, Glenhaven, Wis.
I claim, First, The soap roller, K, In combination with the feed

board, h, and oscillating shaft, c, constructed and operating sub
stantially as and for the purposes described.
Second, The feed rollers, g g. In combination with the oscillat

ing rubbers, E, wash- oaru.c, soap roller, k, and feed board, h,
constructed and operating substantially ns and for the purpose
set forth.

56.956.—Steam - Engine Governor.—T. 8. La

France, Elmira, N. Y.
I claim, First, A governor for a steam engine, having balls, G,

supported upon the vertical arms of nnt levers, K, which with
the divergence of the balls, when In action, raise the weight, D,
and actuate the valve rod, substantially in the manner set forth.
Second, I claim, In the mechanism of such a governor, the

arms, (', attached to the spindle, It, and forming the fulcrum for
the nnt levers, B, substantially asset forth.
Third, Arranging the balls, G, upon the vertlral arms of the nut

levers. K, so a* to regulate their action by altering their distance
from the futcrnm, substantially as set forth.
Fourth, In combination with the flange, I>\ and lever, E, I claim

the friction roller, F, the said parts being arranged substantially
as and lor the purpose set forth.

Fifth, In combination with the ball, I), and balls, O, I claim tho
spiral spring, I, substantially as and for the purpose Bet forth.

56.957.—Step Ladder.—John S. Lash, Philadel

phia, Pa.
I claim, First. The combination of tho eye plates, c, socket

plates, d, extension braces, F F, and hinged center bar, G, the
whole constructed and operating substantially as and for tho pur
pose set forth.
Second, Providing the top stop. C, of a step ladder, with a hinged

leaf, C\ substantially as described.

50.958.—Center Chill for Car Wheel.—John

W. Latckcr, Albany, N. Y. Antedated July

24, 1800.-
I claim the employment of the metallic center chill or core, C

C, constructed and held, substantially as shown and described,
In combination with tho periphery chill, as set forth.

56.959.—Washing Compound.—W. Leonard and

J. J. Johnston, Allegheny City, Pa.
We claim the compound herein described, compounded of the

ingredients named, and In the quantities specified, said Ingredi
ents being manipulated and treated In the manner and for the pur
pose herein described and sot forth.

50,900.—Horse Hake.—P. Lugenbell and T. Barns,

Greensburg, Ind.
We claim. First, A horse rake for gathering hay, etc., when con

structed with wheels, C C, and a revolving axfo, D, and two or
more rows of teeth, K K, attached thereto, and having, also, recip
rocating bars, I I, corresponding In number with the rows of teeth
for checking the revolution of the axle and teeth, as they are suc
cessively brought Into action, substantially as set forth.
Second, In combination with the bars, I, attached to the axle,

we claim the wings, M, attached to tho wheel and guides, k, with
the flange, K\ for alternately checking and permitting the revo
lution of the axlo and teeth, substantially in the manner set
forth.
Third, In combination with the bars. I, we claim the lever, F,

and bell crank, II, arranged substantially In the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

56.961.—Grab Tool for Oil Wells.—J. H. Lu

ther, Petroleum Center, Pa.
I claim the grab herein described, the same consisting of the

hollow cylinder or tube, A, provided with grab Jawg, R, connect
ed to a common loose collar, D, and spiral spring, or Its equiva
lent, when all constructed and connected together, substantially
as described and for the purpose specified.

56.962.—Flood Gate.—Jeremiah Maeby, Portage,

Wis.
I claim the tilting gate, c, pivoted so that the pr

water thereon shall cause it to open and close in the manner sub-
of the

stantlally as herein shown and described

56.963.—Wagon.—Charles S. Martin, Milwaukee,

Wis.
First, In combination with the bars, G, having shoulders resting

upon the plates, S, and the plates, S, I claim the tapering India-
rubber spring, E, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, I claim constructing the hind bolsters of a wagon with

a recess, E', for the purpose of receiving nn India-rubber spring,
and with or without the strengthening plates and bands, M, sub
stantially as set forth.
Third, I claim the double cups, I, and tho caps, K, In combina

tion with the India-rubber springs, In the form of frusta of cones
or pyramids, the several parts being constructed and arranged for
use, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.
Fourth, In combination with projections upon the bolster plate,

P, I claim a corresponding depression upon the top of the plate,
covering the caps, K, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

56.964.—Coffee Roaster.—H. B. Masser, Sunbury,

Pa.
I claim a coffee roaster, composed of a wire cloth receptacle,

with a flange fltted upon it, and provided with a stirrer ana
handle, substantially us shown and described.

50.965.—Sawing Machine.—James D. Matthews,

Bowling Grocn, Ohio.
I claim the saw blades, hung to A common holder lu such a man.

nor ns to open from and close upon each other, In combination
with a frame. A, or its equivalent, to receive tho said saw-blade
holder, when arranged together, and operating substantially In
the manner and for the purpose described.

56.966.—Belt Coupling.—James Mattix, Kokomo,

Ind.
I claim the hereinabove described device for adjusting the

length of belt couplings without removing the clasps, B R.by the
Insertion of a three-sided link, d\ the ends of which are riveted
by a yoke, E, attached to tbe screws, F, substantially In the man-
ner set forth.

50.967.—Eye Glass.—Edward Maynanl, Tarry-

town, N. Y. *
I claim a stay or nose piece In combination with the frame of

eve glasses, substantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

56.968.—House Hake.—William MeCord, Sing

Sins, N. Y.
I claim, First, Setting upon the four sunport*. T) and E, an

adjustable frame. A, upon which the whlffl -tree is placed. In the
manner and for the purpose above described.
Second, The gathering Angers, 0, to aid In depositing the bay

in a compact row, In the manner described.

56.969.—Corn Planter.—O. C. McCune, Darby

Creek, Ohio.
I claim the combination of the lever, Q, toothed segment, P,

pinion, O, wheel, N, slides, K, and valves, e, all arranged as and
for the purposes set forth.

56.970.—Machine for Marking Ground for

Planting.—Preston W. McQuaid, Wenona,

111.
I claim the frame. A, with draught hole, B, attached and having

two marking wheels, C C, fltted within It on axles working in
fixed bearings. In combination with the adjustable or rising and
falling wheel, I), fltted within tho frame. A, and connected with
the driver's seat, F, substantially In tho manner as and for the
the purpose herein set forth.

56.971.—Process for the Reduction of Fibrous

Substances to a Pulp.—Harrison B. Meech,

Fort Edward, N. Y.
I claim. First, Reducing fibrous substances to a pnlp by means

of chlorine gas under pressure, in combination with an alkaline
so utlou.
Second, The use of chlorine gas under pressure for the purpose

of dissolving the glutinous substances (luring the first process In
the preparation of paper stock from wood or other fibrous sub
stances.
Third, Using chlorine gas under presure In dissolving silica in

fibrous substances, and then converting said substances Into palp
and retaining the silica in the pulp.
fourth, Reducing fibrous substances to a pulp for the manufac

ture of manllla paper by means of chlorine gas under pressure, In
combination with the solution, herein described.

56.972. — Fruit Gatherer. — S. Melllnger, Jr.,

Mount Pleasant, Pa.
I clulm the combination of the toothed Jaws or frames, A A3,

hinged together with a bag or receiver secured to one when tlio
whole Is swlveled or pivoted to a suitable handle so as to swing;
in rlglitangular planes thereon, substantially as and for the pur
pose described.

I also claim the trigger and cord, connecting It with tho Jaws or
frame, A2, as and for the purpose specified.

56.973.—Paddle Wheel.—James Mcrkel, Mount

Pleasant, Iowa.
I claim the combination of the stationary cam plate, M, anti

friction rollers. It R. and radially-reciprocating paddles, with a
drum, n G, having the spaces between the paddles fitted and all
constructed and arranged to operate substantially as described.

56.974.—Lamp.—Rufus S. Merrill, Boston, Mass.
I claim, First. The combination with a collar fitting over the

top ofa lamp of a central tube secured to said collar and extend
ing therefrom toward thebottom of the lamp, substantially as
and for the purposes herein shown and described.
Second, The combination with a lamp collar provided with a

groove, or the equivalent thereof, as herein described, I claim tho
cvllnder or tube having a flange nronnd one end and longitudinal
silts or grooves In Its sides, the whole being arranged for opera
tion as set forth.

56.975.—Stovepipe Damper.—Benjamin F. Miller,

New York City.
1 claim the divided case, f, fitted for the reception of the damp

er and for setting between tho lengths of stove pipe, said case
being provided with flanges attached together, as and for the
purposes set forth.

56.976.—11aeness Motion for Looms.—Charles

Miller, St. Louis, Mo.

I claim the arrangement and application ofa set of levers, Dl
D2, to produce the loom harness motion, substantially as set
forth.

56.977.—Axle Box.—M. V. Miller, Manchester, Pa.,

and George Henry, Steubenville, Ohio.
We claim. First, The plate, P, slots, G, in combination with the

Bprings, F, Journal box, it B\ and rase. A, when arranged as In the
mauner and for the purpose set forth.
Second, The combination or case. A, Journal box, B B\ axle or

Journal (x). springs, F E, stops, G, and plate, H, constructed and
arranged substantially is shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

56.978.—Apparatus for Cooling Liquors.—T. II.

Miller, Allentown, Pa.
I claim the metallic-lined box. A, provided with the Ud, D, with

rubber strips, g, and tubes, C, to allow the bottles to be placed,
forming a receptacle between each tnbe for the Ice, F, the whole
being arranged as and for the pufposcshcreln set forth.

56.979.—Heating Stoves.—G. Moody and W. P.

Hall, Piqua, Ohio.
We claim, First. The lower hot-air chamber, E, in combination

with the upper hot-air chamber or oven, H, with a flue and air
passage for conducting heated air from the lower to the upper
chamber, substantially as shown and described.
Second, In combination with tho hot-air chamber, N', and the

perforations, n, we claim the hinged adjustable grate with the
bail or pawl, 1, and tho ratchet, V, substantially as shown and de-
Scribed.
Third.Jn combination with the lower chamber, E, and the

upper chamber, H, with flue, and air passages communicating
between them, as described, we claim ibe movablo plate, G\ as
and for the purpose described.
Fourth, In combination with the flue, w\ and throat, t, we

claim the damper, I, to perform tho double function of a damper
nnd scraper, substantially as described.

56.980.—Wrench for Nuts of Carriage Axles.

—Charles N. Morgan, Granby, Mass.
I claim the device for attaching the nut to tho wheel, consisting

ofJaws, c c, screws. D, and plate. E, provided with the socket, G,
the whole combined and arranged In the manner and for the pur
pose herein described.

56.981.—Cuuck.—Rufns W. Morse, East Berlin,

Conn.
I claim the combination of the case, g, sliding Jaws, e, with the

stocks, a a', substantially as and for the purpose described.

56.982.—Fruit Deter.—G. R Nebinger, Lewis

berry, Pa.
I claim, First, A dry-house for fruit, having the side walls made

double, with an interior opening at the top, and an adjustable
exterior opening at the bottom .as shown In Fig. 1, in combina
tion with the hollow rear wall, I), having tlic air passages and
valve, M. arransed as shown in Fig. 2,
Second, I claim arranging the rocks, e, so as to form the pas*

sages for the hot air at the opposite ends alternately, for the pnv-
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with
alent

as set

paw ofcausing it to pass botb °vcr and uhd-cr all the racks, as set

Third, In combination with the rjjjM» .a™ang0d as shown and
described, I claim the furnace, B,»»nt»c inclined shield, C, when
constructed and arranged to operate substantially as set forth.
Fourth, 1 claim the extension of the smoke pipe, F, within the

furnace, B, as and for the purpose set forth.

56.983.—Artificial Leg.—Robert II. Nicholas,

Chicago, 111.
First, I claim the combination of the Jointed connection, C D,

the cushion, Q, and spring, K, arranged and operating In the man
ner and for the purposes specified and shown.
Second, 1 claim the combination of the cushion, G, spring, K,

jointed rod, (J 1>, and the springs, II J, arranged and operating as
and for the purposes set forth.
Third, I claim In comhinatlon with a jointed connection, C D,

allowing a freo movement of the foot, the arrangement of the two
cords, F, and springs, S, operating substantially as and for the

purposes described.
Fourth, I claim the combination and arrangement of the con

nection, C I), cushion, G, springs, E, cords, F, and springs, 8,
operating substantially as set forth for the purposes spi'cified.

Fifth, I claim the recess, L, In the lower part of the leg. when
exteudlng around upon the sides thereof, as described. In com
bination with the heel, L, constructed with a corresponding pro
jection extending around upon the sides of the foot, arranged i|nd
opi-rating as specified and for the purposes Bet forth.

50.984.—Dhedging Machine.—W. II. Nobles, St

Paul, Minn.
I claim, First, The construction of the'ndjustable stanchions, E,

attached to a boat, as herein described and for the purposes set

forth.
Second, I claim the arrangoment and combination of the chain,

G. pulleys and grappling Irons, K, when arranged and combined
with the revolving plows, B, as herein described and for the pur

poses set forth.

56.985.—Fence.—Eli Odell. Wintcrsct, Iowa.
I claim. First, Pivoting the rails, F, or bars, U, to the cleats, Q,

or pickets, F, In such a manner as to adapt the pannels to the Ir
regularities of the ground, as described, in combination with the
notches, M \, for locking the panels together, as speettled.
Second, The hooks, M N, for coupling the pauels In combina

tion with the self-sustaining brace-posts and pivoted rails, made

and operating as described.
Third, The transverse brace and supporter, consisting of the

long braces, E K, thecollarbeam.il, the short braces, i F, and
the spur posts, G G, or their equivalents, as described.
Fourth, The manner of locking and securing the corners as

shown, at RRR and S S S, In connection with prolonging the
boards to supply the waut of a collar beam, as shown at J.

56.986.—Joint for Frames and Legs of Tables.

—Solomon Oppenheimer, Peru, Ind.
I claim a metal clamp for Joining the frame and legs of a table

having a socket. A, for receiving the legs and wings, B, ™*lM'

claws, a, for receiving the rails, C, and also llps.b. or equtv
devices, lor attaching the top of the table substantially a

forth.

56.987.—Automatic Gate.—John G. Page, Rock-

ford, 111.
First, I claim In combination with the vertically reciprocating

gate. A, the employment of the levers, D, and arms, E, arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth

and described.
Second, In combination with the above, I claim the levers, G,

and arms, K, arranged substantially as and for the purpose

specified.
Third, I claim In combination with the levers, D, weighted

upon their short arms as described, the employment of the springs,
a a, or their equivalent, arranged substantially as set forth.

56.988.—Ei/ectro-cuemical Telegraph.—Austin

Ford Park, Troy, N. Y,
I claim the recording of telegraphic signs by electro-chemical

action, in a chcmicallv prepared wet or moist lino or path made
In a strip or fillet of paper, as the latter Is moved along to receive
the telegraphic signs, substantially as herein set forth.

56.989.—Obtaining Oil from Wells.—L. Phlejrer,

Philadelphia, Pa., and George G. Lobdell, Wil

mington, Del. Antedated Aug. 2, 1866.
We claim inducing the flow of oil from a well by melting the

paraffin by the application of heat from hot water, conveyed In
a circuit through a pipe, substantially as shown and described.

56.990.—Sewing Machine.—D. B. Piper, Winchen-

don, Mass.
I claim the combination ot the elastic connection, substantially

as described (consisting of the yoke, D, the rod, E, and the spring,
F, or their equivalents*, with the crank or crank wheel, G, of the
looper shaft, aud with the cam, H, applied to the cam shaft, as de

scribed.

56.991.—Molasses Pitcher. — Martin Robbins,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
First, I claim the pitcher, provided with a perforated handle,

to which is attached a rubber bulb, for the purposes and substan
tially as described.
Second, I claim the spout, B, when extending nearly to the bot

tom of the pitcher, in combination with the handle, C, and bulb,
F, substantially as described.

56.992.—Boot Heel.—C. Robinson and J. C. Mar

shall, Springfield, Mass.
We claim the combination of the india-rubber strip, C, with the

Bhell, A, and movable bottom, B, arranged so that the edges of
the said bottom press against and are supported by thestrlp, and
Is covered with or composed In part of leather, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

56.993.—Trunk Engine.—John B. Root, New

York City.
I claim the arrangement or the extended trunk, G, connecting

rod, K, cross head or connection, J, and guide, L, In relation with
each other, and with the cylinder, piston, and crank shaft, sub
stantially as herein described for the purpose set forth.

56.994.—Mosquito Bar.—E. A. G. Roulstone, Rox-

bury, Mass.
I claim a mosquito bar for windowB when constructed with a

to the bowl, and at will mav be disconnected or adjusted, sub
stantially as and for the pnrpose described.
Second, The combination ofa cap, a, cap, II, «id a sliding stem,

C, having a plunger applied to it, substantially as described.
Third, The combination of a hollow plunger stem, C\ with a

pipe, having a detachable cap, B, substantially as described.

56.998.—Knife.—William Sausser, Hannibal. Mo.
I claim, FlrBt, A knife blade provided with a slot, substantially

as and for the pnrpose described.
SecondjThe spring holder, for the purpose described.
Third, The back spring, B, constructed and operating substan

tially as described.

56.999.—Lamp Chimney. — Ejlert O. Scbartan,

Philadelphia, Pa.
I claim the construction and combination of the glass chimney.

Jointed and constructed as herein described and for the purposes
set forth.

57.000.—Fare Box.—J. B. Slawson, New Orleans,

La.
I claim. First, The Inclined planes, b c d, arranged in zig-zag

form, and provided with knife edges, g, in combination with the
box. A, constructed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, The recess, h, at the lower end of the Inclined planes,

c d, substantially as and for the purpose Bet forth.

57.001.—Smut Machine.—A. and G. Smith, Flint,

Ind. Antedated August 2, 1866.
First, I claim the spouts, C and p, having the perforations or

Bpiings, a. and revolving disk, 1. arranged as shown, in combina
tion with the fan, G, for the purpose of extracting the dust and
other light refuse from the grain, previous to the latter's entering
the smutter, as set forth.
Second, The shaft, g, having the disk, k, attached thereto, and

located so m to receive the grain as It fulls from the smutcer, I),
In combination with the duct or passage, 1, and fan, U, all arrang
ed aud operating In the manner and for the purpose herein set

B. Smith, Dunmore,

spring, o or n, applied to one or both sides thereof to hold the
bar in position with relation to the sash above or below It, In com
bination with projecting edges or llanges to fit against the win
dow beads, c or m, all substantially as set forth.

I also claim, in combination with a bar made with these project
ing edges aud springs, as set forth, so applying one of the springs,
n or o , that It may bo operated from within tho bar, to Insert or
remove the bar, substantially as set forth.

I also claim, iu combination with a bar so constructed with
springs, o o\ and with a window sash, the employment of the ver
tical rods, f, tor the better sccurcment of the bar, and to enable it
to be raised from, and lowered Into, position, substantially as
described.

56.995. — Douan Kneader. — Ansell P. Routt,

Orange Court House, Va.
I claim the'comblnatlon of the two rollers, provided respective

ly with the round-headed projections aud the straight-sided pins,
as and for the purpose described.
In combination with the above, I claim the cutters, L L, sub

stantially as and for the pnrpose described.

56.996.—Wrench.—A. Newton and Frank Favro,

Worcester, Mass.
In combination with tho upper movable or hammer jaw nnd the

stationary lower Jaw and handle of a wrench, constructed nub-
stantlally as described, wo claim the tip nut In the end of said
wrench, when arranged aud operating as herein shown and for
the purposes set forth.

56.997.—Smoking PirE.—Uufus Norwood, Balti

more, Md.

I claim, First, A can, B, constructed and applied to the stem and
bowl of a pipe, In such a manner that the stem is connected by it

forth

57.002.—Coal Screen.— J.

Pa.
I claim combining with a series of graduated, meshed screws, a

series of mnooth conveyers, so that as soon as tho coal Is separat
ed. It shall be carried out of the machine without any further un
necessary agitation, which only produces waste, substantially as
herein described.

57.003.—Bed Bottom:.—J. G. Smith, Battle Creek,

Mich.
I claim the loops or clasps with the elliptic or spiral spring, in

combination witu the bed bottom, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

57.004.—Eraser.—Ruel Smith, Bangor, Me.
I claim as my invention the new article of manufacture of a

bookkeeper's eraser and burnisher, made and operating as herein
before set forth.

57.005.—Harvester.—Willis W. Lowles, Manlius,

N. Y.
I claim the arrangement of devices for operating the cradle or

receptacle, It, so as to discharge the grain delivered thereto from
the cutters of the machine, the same consisting in hanging their
sides, a (one of which Is weighted), so as to swing, said sides be
ing connected to a common beam or lever, e, by rods, d2 d4, upon
which beam rests a horizontal lover bar, h, having a pendent arm,
o, with its stud, q, in combination with the snail, t, and friction
pulley, o, of the apron shaft, J, or IU equivalent, of the machine,
the whole being arranged together, and operating substantially
In the manner described.

57.006.—Gas Main.—J. N. Stanley, Brooklyn, N.

I claim as an Improvement in hydraulic mains for gasworks,
the combination with the elliptical or cylindrical main pipe, C, of
the external supply tubes, D D I), cast (none niece, with the pipe,
c.and communicating with the lower part of tho latter, as here
in specified, and for the purposes set forth.

57.007.—Cultivator Plow. — William W. Still-

man, Mt Hawley,Ill.
I claim the shank, B, the collar, C, and the clamp, E, arranged

and used substantially In the mannerand for the purpose set forth.

57.008.—Device for Gathering Fruit.—War

ren II. Stone, St. John's, Mich.
I claim tbo combination of the flexible tube, E, apron, I), with

the frame, A, or Its equivalent, all for the purposes and substan
tially as herein described.

57.009.—Process for Ripening Liquor.—Wil

liam Mont Storm, New York City.
I claim subjecting liquors to violent agitatlonln a closed vessel

while sublected to a pressure of oxygen gas, the liquor at the
same time being made to constitute part of a galvanic circuit,
substantially in the manner and for the reasons set forth.

57.010.—PRESSER-FOOT OF SEWING MACHINE.—

A. J. Tewksbury, Haverhill, Mass.
I claim the devices hereinbefore described, consiPtlng of arm,

A, screw, S, and spring. P, and affixing the same to the ordinarv sol
id pressure pad, for the purpose of changing It into a flexible pres
sure pad, and applying the whole In connection with the feed
wheel of a sewing machine, as and for tho purpose set forth.
In combination with the above, I claim tiie holes, 1 2 3, whercbv

the degree of pressure of the spring, P, noon arm, A, may be ad
justed for different thicknesses of material.

57.011.—Drilling Machine.—R. A. Thomas, Da

mascus, Cal.
I claim. First, The combination Inamachlne for drilling rock

In drifts and tunnels of the stanchion post, B, the bar, C, that sup
ports the feedscrew and drill, and the adjustable box, II, con
structed and arranged substantially as described.
Second, I also claim the square box, L, fitted to the stocks of

the drill and feed screw, substantially as described, so that they
can be connected at pleasure.

57.012.—Life-Boat.—George II. Tier, Fremont,

Ohio.
I claim. First, The air chambers, E E, with the compartments,

a a a. as constructed and arranged with the side;), B B, for the
purpose and in the manner set forth.
Second, The curving deck, F, the bottom, C, as arranged In

combination with the curving sides, B B. the sides, I) 1), cham
bers, E, In the manner and for tho purpose substantially as de

scribed.

57.013.—Stretcher.—Charles II. Tompkins, U. S.

Army.
First, 1 claim t'ic frame, A. of a hand carriage stretcher, con

structed witli a transverse joint which Is provided with bolts, a a,
for stiffening it, and Is also constructed with hinged legs. B B, and
with Jointed leg rests, J J, which are adjustable, and with a head
re.-4t,J), which Is also adjustable, all substantially as herein de
scribed and for the purposes set forth.
Second. The open baud carriage stretcher frame, A, in combina

tion with the adjustable dlvldedleg rests, J .1, and sliding bottom,
G, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Third, Attaching the canvas bottom, (J, at one end of the hing

ed frame, D, and at the other end to a sliding bar, H . having lock
ing braees, a d, or their equivalents, apjdlcd to it, substantially as

described.
Fourth, The combination of the Jointed supports, D, adjustable

head rest, I), and t^c jointed stretcher frame. A, substantially in
the manner and for the purposes described.
Fifth, The application or a flexible arm rest, K, to the stretch

er, substantially as described.
Sixth, The hand carriage stretcher frame, A, constructed with

a transverse Joint near Its middle, with an adjustable bottom, G,
and with adjustable and sectional rests, J J, tor the legs of a per
son, substantially In the manner and for the purpose described.
Seventh. Connecting the stretcher to trans orting wheels by

means of the sliding fustenlng. or it - equivalent, which Is so con-

Eighth, Constructing the axletrcc of the carriage wheels ofthe
stretcher of folding sections Jointed together, and provided with
means for stiffening the joints, substantially as described.
Ninth, Attaching the carriage wheels to the loose screw collars,

P p, upon the axIi-tree, so that these wheels can be removed or
applied at pleasure without tho use of detachable nutB or other
similar devices, substantially as described.

57,014 —Car Coupling.—Henry H. Trenor, New-

York City.
I claim the combination with the trucks, or a coupling baV ex

tending throughout the whole length of the car, so that the cars
shall bo relieved from the strain due to tho traction of the whole
train, substantially as herein shown and sot forth.

57.015.—Car Brake.—Henry II. Trenor, New York

City.
Iclalm'tho arrangement and alternating connection of the

brakes, as herein described, by means of rods actuated by cranks
mounted on horizontal or vertical axes, and vibrated throngh the
Intermediary of chain aud windlass, or the mechanical equivalent
thereof, by hand, steam, or other power.

57.016.—Composition for Lining Barrels.—II.

W. C. Tweddle, Pittsburgh, Pa.
"What I claim is the nse of common glue or gelatin mixed with

a small quantity of bichloride of mercury, as a coating for the in
terior of barrels for holding petroleum, turpentine, arid other ar
ticles.

57.017.—Lamp and Candle Stand and Holder.

—Gabriel Utlcy, Chapel Hill, N. C.
I claim the lamp or candle stand constrncted substantially as

described, with a base, aud spring arms with socketed termina
tion.

57.018.—Machine for Tenoning Spokes.—Oliver

Vanorman, Ripon, Wis.
First, I claim the combination ofthe knives, G and I, the levers,

C, the spring, F, the adjustable gage. K, the adjustable face plate,
H, the crane, L, and adjustablcm-esser, M, with each other, and
with the bed pie e, A, substantially as herein described and for the
purpose set forth.
Second, The combination of the knives, G and I, the lever, C,

the spring, F, the adjustable ga^c, K, the adjustable face plate,
M, and the adjustable slde-presscr or holder, P, substantially as
described aud for the purpose set forth.

57.019.—Hat.—\Y. F. Warburton, Philadelphia,

Pa.
First, I claim a sweat band secured In the interior of a hat or

cap, at Intervals, and arranged to bo yielding or elastic at a num
ber of points. In the manner and for the purpose described.
Second, The above In comb.natlon with tue band or ring, C.

57.020.—Gas Apparatus.—William Warner and

E. S.4tedstreake, Philadelphia, Pa.
First. We claim the combination of spiral or other springs with

the disks, D D and l> D, arranged and operating substantially In
the manner and for the purpose above set forth.
Second, The combination ofthe Induction pipes, B a, exit pipe,

C, nnd disks, D, with the vessel, A, the whole being constructed
and arranged In relation to each other for joint operation, sub
stantially us described and for the purposes specified.

57.021.—Rolling Apparatus. — Hervey Waters,

Boston, Mass.
I claim the combination, with a suit of roller dies, of a lateral or

cross carriage for holding the work and guiding It to the succes
sive dies.
Also, the arrangement or system of mechanism for moving the

carriage laterally, and retaining it in proper position for the
action of each pair of dies upon t lie blank.
Also, the system of die grooves equiangular and rhomboidal In

respective Jolntcross section, substantially as described.
Also. In combination, the rolls, b b, having a suit of die grooves,

with the index, m, the bolder, g, the index, i, nnd the stops, 1, for
determining the position of the blank with relation to the dies, to
which It Is presented.

57.022.—Ventilated Vault for Wine, Potatoes,

etc.—James Weed, Museatine, Iowa.
I claim the construction of preserving chambers, having water

proof walls, beneath the surlace of the ground, said chambers
having communication with each other, and means of access to
them, and surmounted by a covering of some non-conductor of
heat, substantially as herein described.

57.023.—Harvester Cutter.—John M. Wehrly,

Somerville, N. J.
I claim the mortised clamping plntc, E, in combination with the

notched or hook-shank knives, C C, and slotted knife frame, A,
substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

57.024.—Fruit Basket. — Corydon Wheat and

Charles Bunge, Geneva, N. Y.
"We claim the band, C, and clasp*. D and D, when made and

used for the purpose herein set forth. In combination with the
body of the basket when composed of one piece of stulf.

57.025.—Pitcher.—Nathaniel J. Whiting, Law

rence, Mass. Antedated Aug. 3, 18GG.
I claim tho dripping tube formed in two pieces, ono fixed and

the other so attached that It can be taken otf when the pitcher 1b
to be washed, In combination with the external dripping cup or
lip.

57.026.—Hot-air Furnace.—Harry Whittingham,

New York City.
First, I claim th** arrangement of the combustion chamber, B,

with a firepot and with a series of vertical aud horizontal air (lues
in combination with the air chamber, C, smoke chamber, D, and

instructed and operated substantially aahot-air chamber, E, all construe
and for the purposes described.
Second, The openings, c, in the bottom of the air chamber, C, in

combination with the horizontal flues, c, and vertical tubes.b. In
the combustion chamber, B, constructed and operated substan
tially a* and for the purposes described.
Third. The air tubes. K, passing from the chamber, C, through

the smoke chamber, I>, Into the hot-air chamber, E, constructed
and operated substantially as aud tor the purpose seMbrth.

57.027.—Hot-air Furnace.—Harry Whittingham,

New York City.
I claim, First, The cohe, F, in combination with the firepot. A,

drum, E, and air pipes, H, constructed and operating substan
tially as and for the purposesct forth.
Second, In combination with the above I claim extending the

air pipes. H, through the bottom ofthe heating drum, substan
tially as and for the purpose described.
Third, The annular evaporator, I', In combination with the

Jacket, I>. and heating drum, E, constructed and operating sub
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

57.028.—Hot-air Furnace.-

New York City.
I claim. First, The central air Chamber, C, with pipes, a b. In

combination with the firepot, A, and annular air chamber, E,
constructed and operating substantially as and for the purpose

set forth.
Second, The arrangement ofa scries of annular smoke cham

bers, D F II, with a series of air chambers, CE O, firepot, A, and
escnpc pipe, b', all constrncted and operating substantially aa and

for the purpose set forth.
Third. The annular head or chamber, h, In combination with

the escape pipe, b\ and with the smoke chamber, H, constructed
and operating substantially as and for tho purpose described.

57.029.—Horse SnoE.—Albert S. Wilkinson, Paw-

tucket, K. I.
I claim, First, The combination of the donble shoes, A a, toe

clip. B. with Its loop, c, curved heel clips, b b, with button*-, e g.
clamping bands, ft, clamping screw, h. all constructed as described
and operating in the manner and for the purpose herein represent

ed and described.
Second, I claim the Jam nut, I (Fig. 2), In combination with the

clamping or retaining band, fj and clamping screw or bolt, h,

-Harry Whittingham,

ducted that the wSee.a can be attache* or detached at pleasure, | e—^or j^^^^&^^^&T

as set tortn.
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Third, I claim the rubber padding, o c. In combination with
the heel clips, b b, and to>> clip, 11, substantially In the manner and
for the purposu described.

57.030.—Horse Shoe.—Albert S. Wilkinson, Paw-

tucket, R. I.
I claim a round bottom or rolling shoe. A, having a toe calk, a*,

or liavlti': toe and heel calks, a' a a, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

67.031.—Bed Bottom.—J. E. Wilsey and D.Forbes,

Chicago, 111.
f claim the combination and arrangement of the slats. B and A,

the latter bring provided at their ends with the rabbeted cross
bar, It, for the reception of the slats, F, with the spiral springs, G
audit, interposed, as shown and described.

57.032.—Telegraph Sounder.—Elisha Wilson,

New Haven, Conu.
I claim. First, The employment of the open valve stop, v, or

any equivalent therefor, to control the sounding at the end, at
the mouth, or at the side of air, gas, or vapor-soundlng lustru*
menu tor telegraphic communication.
Second. Modifying the mouth and throat and generally reduc

ing the dimensions of air, gas, or vapor-sounding instruments in
order thereby to diminish tlie amount and force of the current
until it ceases to essentially Interfere with the frco action of the
('..-mature lever. 1, and valve, directly or Indirectly opposed to It,
uud also to economize the sounding medium used/and to Improve
the tone for rapid utterance for telegraphic communication.
Third, The combination of the valve, n n, and cord, d d, to both

raise and Ml the reservoir In one act, for the same purpose.
Fourth, The combined use of two or more reservoirs In con

nection or with each instrument of a *ma!l expansive reservoir or
gas bag. that thej supply may he continuous while the reservoir la
being raised and tilled to supply air for telegraphic sounders.

57.033.—Propelling Apparatus for Vessels.—

Daniel Winer, Lockport, N. Y.
I claim the intlated cylinder. A, provided with helical blades the

whole length in combination with the lncloslm; trunk, li, with
open ends, arranged and operating substantially as set forth.
In combination with the above-described device, I claim unit

ing two or more. IS B, together and Inclosing the angular spaces,
tj g', above their points of Junction, and a horizontal line touching
r'lcir peripheries to form u series of air chambers, substantially as
t'luwnana described.

57.034.—Type-setting Machine.—Charles Baer

(assignor to himself and J. William Krietz),

New York City.
Flrxt, I claim the revolving tvpe-rcceivlng channel, G. In com

bination with a series of radiating typ<! eases, c, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, The lip, e, at the mouth of the type cases, c. In combina

tion with the prongs. g\ on the revolving ty pe channel, G, con
structed and operating substantially as and for tut: purpose de
scribed.
Third, The cams, c*, on the forked mouth of the revolving type

channel, G, In combination with the type cases and the line of
type contained therein, substantially as and Tor the purpose set
forth.
Fourth, The cams, r, between the months of the type cases, c,

to act in combination with the line of type in the revolving type
channel, G, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, The spring hooks, h, and pushers, c, In combination with
the kevs, F. and type cases, c, ana lips, e, constructed and operat
ing substantially as and for the purpose described.
Sixth, The spring hooks, s, and spring bearer, u, in combination

with the revolving type channel, G. const ructed and operating
substantially as and tor the purpose set forth.
Seventh, The adjustable galley, K, with the sllding-rake. M. in

combination with the revolving type channel, G, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose described.

57.035.—Steam-Jet Pump.—Charles Barnes (assign

or to "Warden, Rensford & Co.), Cincinnati,

Ohio.
I claim a steam-Jet pnmp constructed substantially as described,

witli jet perforations, d, and a direct water passage, ABC, as set
forth, and for the purpose specified.

57.036.—Caster.—Thomas Beach, Freeport, Pa.,

assignor loself and Stanley R. Moorhead.
I claim the cap, d, secured *o the socket barrel by the shoulders,

n n, or other equivalent device, and the annular cup. b, the two
being constructed, arranged, and combined substantially In the
manner and for the purposes above set forth.
Second, A furniture caster having a socket, a, an annular

cup. b. a enp, d, and springs, m ni, arranged and combined
budstantlally In the manner and for the purposes above set forth.

57.037.—Packing Rings for Pistons of Steam

Engines.—John F. Bogardus (assignor to him

self and Jos. Anderson, and Thos. K. Schermer-

hom), Brooklyn, X. Y.
I claim the arrangement of the packing tings, dd and e, with

thy (wines that come in contact, inclined, and the ring, e, narrower
jit fl? back than on the face, and not so thick as the rings, d d, so
that the ring, b, aid springs, c c, shall only act to expand the
ring, o, by the contact of the rings, d, with Its inclined edges, for
i he purposes set forth.

57.038.—Excavator.—Jeremy Bradley, Cedar Falls,

Iowa, assignor to himself, "Walter Pastley, and

8. B. Hewitt, Jr.
I claim, First. Combining with the scoop of a ditching or ex

cavating or grading machine, a reciprocating shovel which Is so
arranged that It will automatically keep the forward part of the
scoop clear of earth, substantially as described.
Second, The combination of the scoop, I)', and elevator, a*, with

a shovel, R, operating substantially as described.
Third, The arrangement of the plows, E E, In front of the scoop,

D\ in combination with a shovel, R, and a contrivance for ele
vating earth, substantially as described.
Fourth, Sustaining the forward part of the machine upon

transporting wheels, J, by means of the beams, F F\ chain, g,
and windlass, h, the latter being supported upon a post, K, which
passes through a slot in said beam, F*, substantially as described.
Fifth, Connecting the transverse beam, F, to the bolster, G, by

means of a jolntedrod, G' substantially as described.

ehaft, C2. a glml
as described.

57,030.—Bed Bottom.—Albert D. Chase, Reading'

Pa., assignor to himself and Amos T. Hubbard,

Philadelphia, Pa.
I claim the hereinbefore described mode of suspending the

slats of beds, by means of the double ho^ks, B, rod, C. loop, D,
cross piece, E, and plate, F, the sold several parts being re
spectively constructed and combined for use, substantially as Bet

57.040.—Safe Lock.—William B. Dodds (assignor

to himself and Neil Macncale), Cincinnati,

Ohio.
I claim the L-shaped bolt pivoted In brackets secured to the

frame of the door, and moving on a vertical axis under the Im
pulse of the lock and connecting bar, substantially as described.

57.041.—Brick Mold.—James M. Ferrell, Phila

delphia, Pa., assignor to himself, Win. II. Siner

ana Charles H. Dedrick.
I claim, First, The combination of the rods. C D, gears. F F*

cams, E, ways 11', handles, G, bottoms, L, and frame, A, In tho
manner and for the purpose substantially as shown and described.
Second. I claim the V-shaped stops, h li*. arranged and operating

In the manner and for the purpose substantially as shown aqd de
scribed,

57,043.—Machine for Making Nuts and Wash

ers.—Charles P. Gcisscnhaincr (assignor to

himself and Joseph Graff), Pittsburgh. Pa.
I claim the combination of the stationary dies, d and f, with

the hollow die or sleeve, g, and punch h, which move together,
arranged and operating lor the manufacture of nuts, substantially
in the manner hereinbefore described.

57,043.—Machine for Bending Chain Links.—

Edward L. Keeler (assignor to himself and

Joseph Graff), Allegheny, Pa.
I claim the combination of tho mandrel or mandrels, a, pro

jecting from the periphery of a revolving disk, (\ tho converg
ing dies, D D\ and knife set so as to bevel the ends of the link,
constructed and operating substantially as and for the purposes
hereinbefore described.
Tho converging dies, D D', having grooves, o, slightly Inclined

In different directions in combination with the mandrel or man
drels for the purpose of bonding over the ends of the link, with
out closing t';ie link, substantially as and for the purposes herein
before set forth.

I 57,044.—Saw Set.—John Lyle (assignor to himself

and Cotton II. Allen), Newark, N. J.
I claim a Baw set constructed and arranged substantially as

herein described and for the purpose set forth.

57.045.—Riveting Machine.—Ransom Lyon, West

Troy, N. Y., assignor to himself, A. Shiland, and

E. Joseph Gerdorn, Jr.
First, I claim the combination and arrangement as described

of stationary frame and sliding frame with hammer. E, which Is
elevated by the arms, S S, on the driving shaft and forced down
bv the spiral spring, J, and rotated as described by ratchet wheel,
K, In connection with the levers. M, and N, which are acted upon
by the crank on the driving shaft; tlies- parts or their equiva
lents arranged and operating as and for the purpose set forth.
Second. I claim the arrangem nt of the adjustable bed-plate,

T. Jaws, P I*. opened bv spiral spring inserted between, and closea
by the action of the arm, W.in connection with the sliding frame,
the whole arranged and operating as set forth.
Third, I claim the combination of the adjuster, R, spiral

spring, J, rubber packing, F, with hammer, E, substantially as de
scribed.

57.046.—Sawing Machine.—Salmon W. Putnam,

Fitchburg, Mass., assignor to the Putnam Ma

chine Co.
I claim so constructing and operating the frame. I, which car

ries one or more saws, that It can be revolved entirely around and
bring each saw to Its desired position In respect to the table, when
arranged substantially as described and for the purposes set
forth.

57.047.—Sewing Machine.—T. K. Reed, East

Briilgcwnter, Mass., assignor to Elmer Town-

send, Boston, Mass.
I claim the method of preventing the hook fmm catching into

the bow of the loop through which the necdlo Is passing, by
swinging the loop arou#d on the needle, substantially as de
scribed.
Also, combining with the hook needle and other mechanism, the

reciprocrting rod and its finger, the rod receiving Its motion and
the linger acting on the thread, substantially as set forth.

57.048.—Neck-tie Supporter.—Theodore Rosen

thal (assignor to Julius Solinson, Julius Meyer,

and Jacob Schawb), New York City.
I claim the plate or spring. A, provided with projecting spring

laws, b, which form a clasp to embrace the shirt button, substan
tially as and for the purpose specified.

57.049.—Cattle Hitch.—Charles H. Sawyer (as

signor to himself and T. J. Little and Samuel

C. Rundlett),HolliH,Me.
I claim the combination of the block. B, clapper, C, bow. A,

and cord, H, when arranged In the hitch as set forth, alt con
structed and operating as herein specified.

57.050.—Ditching Machine.—Judd Stevens, Chi

cago, 111., assignor to the Chicago Spading and

Ditching Machine Company.
First, I clalmVo attaching and arranging a scries of shovels in

the periphery of a wheel,.\I, that said wheel may have a forward
slip upon the shovels, substantially as and for the purposes de
scribed.
Second, In combination with the shovels and wheel aforesaid,

I claim the arrangement of the stationary curved bearing, O,
operating substantially as and for the purposes specified.
Third, In combination with the series of shovels and wheel, M:

I claim the arrangement of the pivoted arms, m, and cam-bearing
T. for the purpose of locking said shovels to the wheel, us and for
the purposes set forth.

Fourth, I claim the arrangement of the cam, Q, with tho wheel
and shovels aforesaid, for the purposes and in the manner de
scribed.
Fifth, I claim. In combination with the wheel, M, and shovels,

N, the arrangcrnnt or the cam, W, operating substantially as ana
for the purposes specified.
Sixth, 1 claim the arrangement of the cam, Y, with the shovels,

N. for the purposes set forth.
Seventh, I claim attaching the shovels to the wheel by means of

the Jointed arm, a b, substantially as and for the purposes de
scribed.

57.051.—Churn.—Alexander C. Wade (assignor to

himself and George Thilman), Paris, 111.
I claim the double-winged beater. I J K, Journaled to the lid, I),

as described, in combination with the removable frame, L, and its
accessories, NN'OO' O", all arranged and operating as explained
aid set forth.

57.052.—Washing Machine.—Alexander C. Wade

(assignor to himself and George Thilman),

Paris, 111.
I claim, First, The provision, In a washlngmnchine, of the double

batler, H, consisting of the two series of rods, I and J, and pivoted
to permit a swinging motion, substantially as described and set
forth.
Second, I claim the double batler, n I J, when Journaled to the

lid, C, in combination with the removable roller frame, L, the
whole being arranged and operating in the manner herein ex
plained and set forth.

57.053.— Curtain Fixture.—George M. White (as

signor to himself and F. B. Carpenter), New

Haven, Conn.
I claim the combination of the two cords, f f, with one or more

rolls provided with pulIeyB corresponding to the said cords, f,
and arranged with a compensating spring, and so as to be operate ;
ed substantially iu the manner and for the purpose set forth.

57.054.—Turning Lathe.—S. C. Wyhell (assignor

to himself and F. N. Bixby), West Meriden,

Conn.
I claim the attachment, constructed, arranged and operated

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

57.055.—Sad - Iron Heater—Patrick Flinn, de

ceased (by Abel T. Atherton, Administrator),

Lowell, Mass.
First, I claim the angular pillars,! j J in solid connection with

the top plate, f, of the Are box to the bottom plate, g, as herein
described.
Second, I claim the top plate, f, of the fire-box, so constructed

as to throw the flame of gas as herein described.
Third, I claim the flues, O and P P, located nt the back end of

the flre-box, for the purpose described and manner set forth.
Fo-irth. I claim tho flattened, prjrforatid gas-pipe, I. ami spiral

springs, u n, tor the purpose herein described,

57.056.—Constructing Blocks or Plates for

Printing Maps.—George Washington Bacon.

London, England.
I claim the combination of the block or sheet. A, having an en

graved surface, with the electrotype letters mounted upon a
block, B, In the manner substantially as described.

57.057.—Injector for Boilers.—James Gresham,

Manchester, England.
I claim the arrangement of mechanical devices, as herein net

forth, whereby a supplemental steam jet way be produced for
raising water, In combination with the ordinary steam let of the
Glfford injector for forcing water, In the manner and for the pur
pose as herein set forth.

57.058.—Boring Apparatus.—Samuel Gary, Cen-

terville, La.
I claim the combination and application of the center point

spring valve, with the double spur lip, cutter blades, semicircular
scoop, and tubular shank, for coupling to, for anv desired depth,
substantially as herein described, for the purposes specified.

57.059.—Uniting Iron and Steel for the Manu

facture of Railroad Kails.—William Bat-

. tv, Troy, N. Y.
I claim the employment, as a flux, of the compound or mixture

herein mentioned and described, substantially in the manner and
Tor the purposes herein set forth.

57.060.—Water Reservoih for Cooking Stoves.

—Esek Bussev, Troy, N. Y.
I claim the reservoir Doller, or tank, A, constructed entirely of

cast Iron or other cast metal, and covered or coated upon the In
ner surfaces thereof, with or by an enamel, b, when applied to and
combined with cooking stoves, in the manner substantially a* and
for the purposes herein described and set forth.

REISSUES.

2.326.—Composition for Kindling Fire.—Eliza

beth Bellinger, Mohawk, N. Y. Patented Dec.

13, 1859.
I claim a self-lighting fire klndlcr, made substantially as heroin

described.

2.327.—(Div. A.)—Cut-Off Gear for Steam En

gines.—Albert D. Crombie and Lucy Colborn,

Baltimore, Md., and John M. D. Greene, Funks-

ville. Pa. (assignees by mesne assignments of

Wells L. Colborn). Patented March 1, 1804.
We claim the combination of the sliding block, I, the fulcrum,

g, and the rock lever, G, or their equivalents.

2.328.—(Div. B.) — Cut-Off Vaxve Gear for

Steam Engines.—Albert D. Crombie and Lucy

Colborn, Baltimore, Md., and John M. TJ.

Greene, Funksville, Pa. (assignees bv mesne

assignments of Wells L. Colburn). Patented

March 1, 1864.
We claim the sliding block, I, the fulcrum, g, and the rock lever,

G, or their equivalent devices, in combination with a steam valve
and governor.

2.329.—Sausage Stuffer.—l'urchcs Miles, New

York City (assignee of John J. Weeks). Pat

ented Sept. 10, 1854.
I claim. First, The revolving cylinder and convevor or convev-

ors, eccentric to the case or cylinder. In combination with a hopper
for containing the meat, and with a tube through which the sausage
meat Is delivered and stuffed Into a gut or intestine, substantially
as set forth.
Second, The shaping and protecting tube, K, in combination

with the delivery tube, I, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

2.330.—Melodeon.—George A. Prince, Charles E.

Bacon, and Calvin F. S. Thomas, Buffalo, N.

Y. (assignees of Josiah A. Rollins). Patented

June 3, 1856.
We claim, First, Placing and arranging within a melodeon, or

other like reed musical Instrument, two or more seta of valves, in
connection with tw#, three, or more sets, or parts of set*, of rei-ds,
so that one set of valves will act upon and open another Betof
valves, by the action of one set of kevs, and one set of push-down
pins, substantially as described.
Second, Supporting tho front set of valves by a strip of wood,

k, or other equivalent, for tho purpose and substantially as
described.

2.331.—Pegging Jack.—D. Whittcmore, North

Bridgewater, Mass. (assignee of William R.

Landfear). Patented Nov. 28, 18G5.
I claim a pegging Jack as made with its last supporter Bustntncd

bv and so as to l>e capable of being moved or turned laterally on
either of two separate centers, d e, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

I also claim a pegging Jack as made with Its last supporter sus
tained by and so as to be capable of being moved or turned later
ally on either of two separate centers, d e, and also of being tip
ped or turned longitudinally on a third center, a, the whole being
substantially as described.

I also claim the last supporter, A, as made with the two arms,
b b, substantially as represented.

I also claim the arrangement of the pins or screws, d c f, and the
slots, g h 1, with the plates. II C, arranged and combined with tho
last supporter, A, substantially as specified,

DESIGNS.

3.375.—Metallic Armor for Boots and Shoes.—

Amos Hamlin, Schoharie, N. Y.

2.376.—Work Basket Stand.—Henry Hunermund,

New York City.

2.377.—Clock Case.—Nicholas Miller, New York

City,

2.378.—Trade Mark.—Silas S. Putnam, Dorches

ter, Mass. (assignor to S. S. Putnam & Co).

2.379.—Plates of a Stove.—G. Smith and H.

Brown (assignors to Abbott & Noble), Philadel

phia, Pa.

Patent Claims.—Persons desiring the claim of any

invention which has been patented within thirty years, can ob

tain a copy by addressing a note to this office, stating the name

of the patentee and date of patent, when known, and Inclosing

91 as a fee for copying. We can also furnish a Bketch of any pat

ented machine to accompany the claim, at a reasonable ad

ditional cost. Address MUNN & Co., Patent Solicitors, No. 37

Park Row, New York.

Receipts.—When money is paid at the ofilec for sub

scriptions, a receipt for it will always be given ; but when sub

scribers remit their money by mall, they may consider the

arrival of the first paper a Oonu-Jidc acknowledgment of our re

ceptlon Qf their funds.
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FRENCH BURR STONE PAINT MILLS—all
sizes. Brainarti's Iron Power and Hand Paint Mills,

a 10J HOLMES & BLANCHARD, Boston, Maes.

B

ROWN'S FRENCH Burr Portable Grist Mills,
all sizes. 18 10J HOLMES & BLANCHAKD, Boston, Mass.

MECHANICAL DRAFTSMAN Expert nt Iso

metric, Perspective, and Engrossing, address G. H. KNIGHT,
Lock Box 541, Cincinnati, Ohio. 8 1

P-*OR ENGINE BUILDERS' AND STEAM
Fitters' Brass Work, address

86m] V. LUNKENHEIMER, Cincinnati Brass Works.

IRST NATIONAL PATENT AGENCY, 134
youth Third street, Philadelphia, has unequaled facilities for

and Licensing. 8 2*

AGENTS WANTED TO SELL THE CELE-
brated American Washing and Wringing Machines. The

_._jer has taken the premium wherever exhibited, and meets
with unbounded commendation. The Wringer Involves a new
principle, by which coxb and Injuring rolls are obviated. It
is compact, durable, and efficient. Commission large. Send
for a circular. A. C. GALLAHUE, Dover Plains, R. Y. l«

THE BEST FORGING HAMMERS ARE MADE
by CHAS. MERRILL & SONS. 556 Grand street. New York.

They strike a square blow, and will do more and better work,
with less power and repairs, than any other Hammer. Illustrated
Circulars, giving full particulars, Bent on application. 8 tf

O FECIAL NOTICE. — THE SUBSCRIBER
O would like to purchase the Patent Right on any articles of
practical utility, or would furnish sufficient capital to develop any
new Invention that is valuable. Letters giving full particulars
will receive prompt attention. Address L. G. ADAMS,

1*] Care Box 5,677, New York.

ENGINE AND BOILER FOR SALE.—
Boiler -10 In. diameter, 20 ft. long, two 15-in. floes, stack 40 ft.

long. Eii'-rlne 9:tf bore, 24-ln. stroke. Surface cock, pipes, and all
in good running order. Also, a 12 horse-power Engine. Address

J. W. MOUNT,
8 4 cow" ] M* dlna, Orleans county, N . Y.

A GOOD NUMBER —
The Phrenological Journal for August contains Portraits of
Franklin. Lewis Cass, C. F. Brydgcs, Brnnell, Mrs. Park-

hnrst, etc., with articles on Responsibility ; Sowing and Reaping ;
The Servant Question: Getting Married; Writing, the Philoso
phy- of Phonography; How to Live; Air and Sunlight ; Summer,
ami Its Lessons; Over-Eating; Head an* Body ; Man-Monkeys;
Insanity, and Religions Excitements : Physiognomy, Time, Tune,
Veneration. Double Chins. Lar»e Ears, etc. 20 cents, or %2
a-year. FOWLER at WELLS, N. Y. 7 2

CIVIL AND MINING ENGINEERING,
At the RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, Troy,

N. Y. The next Annual Session begins Sep. 12. For the new An
nual Reglster^contajning fuU information, »PP,l.v to

U. 7 7J Prof. CHARLES IiUOWNE, Director, Troy, N. Y.

RELIABLE PARTIES WISHING TO GET A
Line of light Ironwork manufactured will do well to call

on ua, as we shall have a lot of light machinery lying Idle after
Aug. 15, 1866. BULLARD & PARSONS,
5 tf j Nos. 23 and 25 Potter street, Hartford, Ct.

WINTER'S IMPROVED CIRCULAR SAW
MILL, and appurtenances, with Lane's Patent Set and

Feed Works.
The Broooklvn Saw-Mill Company write, Mav 5. 1866: "We

have in use Winter's Mill, with Lane's Patent and Emerson's In
dependent Tooth Saw, and regard them superior to any other In
use, and among the greatest improvements of the age."
Pamphlets furnished.

WINTER & CO.,
1* No. 40 Broadway, New York.

s

CHOOL OF MINES, COLUMBIA COLLEGE,

EAST 49TH STREET, NEW YORK.
Facultv :

F. A. P. BARNARD. S.T.I)., LL.D., President.
T. EGLESTON, Jr., E.M., Mineralogy and Metallurgy.
FRANCIS L. VINTON, E.M., Mining Engineering.
C. F. CHANDLER, Ph.D., Analytical and Applied Chemistry,
JOHN TOKREY, M.D., LL.D., Botany.
CHAS. A. JOY, Ph. D., General Chemistry.
WM. G. PECK. LL.D., Mining Surveying and Mechanics.
J. H. VAN AMRINGE, A.M., Mathematics.
OGDEN X. ROOD, A.M., Physics.
J. S. NEWBERRY, Geology and Paleontology.

The plan of this School embraces a three-years* course for the
degree of " Engineer of Mines, or Bachelor of Philosophy." For
admission, candidates for a degree must pass an examination in
Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, and Plain Trigonometry. Per
sons not candidates for degrees are admitted without examination,
and may pursue anv or alt of the subjects taught. The next ses
sion begius October 1, 1866. The examination for admission will
be held'September 28, 29. For further information, and for cata
logues, apply to
58*] Dk. C. F. CHANDLER, Dean of the Faculty.

TN. IIICKCOX,
• Manufacturer of

STAMPED AND PRESSED BRASS GOODS,
Lamp and Lantern Trimmings, Plain and Fancy Brass Caps for
Pomatum and Mucilage Bottles, Baggage and Key Checks, etc.

Labels for Oil Cans, Stoves, House Furnishing Goods, Insurance
Companies, etc. Steel Dies of any Design Required, Manufactured
on the premises, bv experienced workmen, under the most care
ful supervision : Presses and Light Machinery manufactured to or
der. Brass Goods Dipped, Lacquered, Silver-Platcd, etc. Prompt
attention paid to articles of new manufacture and Patent Goods ;
Models for the Patent Office neatly executed. Salesroom, 280
Pearl-st., N. Y., Factory, cor. John and Pearl-st., Brooklyn. 1*

BAIRO'S NEW CATALOGUE
OF PRACTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS,

Complete to Julv i, .*h.,. will be sent free of postage to any one
who will favor me with his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD,
Industrial Publisher,

406 Walnut street, Philadelphia,

THE HARRISON BOILER—A SAFE STEAM
BOILER.—This new Steam Generator combines essential

advantages in Absolute Safety from explosion, in flrst cost and
cost of repairs, durability, economy of fuel, facility of cleaning,
and transportation, not po.<sessed bv anv other boiler.
It is formed of a combination of cast-iron hollow spheres—each

8 inches in external diameter, and ^thsof an Inch thick, connected
by curved necks. These spheres are held together by wrought
Iron bolts with caps at the ends. The form Is the strongest known.
Its strength to resist internal pressure is very great—unweukened
ns it Is by punching or riveting, which lessens the strength of the
wrought Iron boiler plate nbont forty per cent. Every boiler Is
testea by hydraulic pressure at 100 pounds to the square Inch. It
cannot be burst under any practicable steam pressure.
Under pressure which might cause rnpturein ordinary boilers

every joint In this becomes n safety valve. No other steam gene'
rator possesses this property of relief under extreme pressure
without injury to Itself, and thus preventing disaster.

It Is not affected by corrosion, which soon destroys the wrought
iron boiler. Most explosions occur from this cause. It bas econ
omy in fuel equal to the best boilers, arising from the large extent
ana nearness to the Are of its heating surface, as also from the
waved line of this surface which, thoroughly mixing the gases,
Induces better combustion, nnd breaking the flame, causes the
heat to be more effectually absorbed than in the ordinary tubular
or cylinder boiler.

It gets up steam quickly, and with little fuel. It produces super
heated steam without separate apparatus, and Is not liable to
priming or foaming.

It Is easily transported, and may be taken apart so that no piece
need weigh more than eighty pounds. In difficult plnces of access,
the largest boiler may be put through an opening one foot Bquarc.
It is readily cleaned inside and out. Under ordinary circum
stances, it Is kept free from permanent deposit by blowing the
water entirely out, under full pressure once a week. It requires
no special skill in its management. Injured parts can be renewed
with great facility, as they are uniform in shape and size. When
renewed the entire boiler remains as good as new. The greater
part of the boiler will never need renewal unless unfairly used.
A boiler can be increased to any extent by simply adding to its

width, and being the multiplication of a single form, Its strength
remains the same for all sizes. It has less weight, and takes less
than one-half the ground area of the ordinary cylinder boiler,
without being increased In bight.
Any kind of fuel mav be used under this boiler, from the most

expensive to refuse coal duBt.
Drawings and Specifications free of charge. For descriptive

circulars or price address _ _ JOSEPH HARRISON, Jr.,

1 6»
Harrison Boiler Works, Gray's Ferry Road,

Adjoining U. S. Arsenal, Philadelphia.

AATINANS'S ANTI-INCRUSTATION POW-
W DER, New York: Eleven years In efficient, satisfactory,

and unlnjurlous use, in over six thousand instances, 7 4*

B

AIRD'S NEW CATALOGUE
OF PRACTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS,

Complete to July 1, 1866. will bo sent free ol postage to- any one
who will favor me with his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD,
Industrial Publisher,

406 Walnut street, Philadelphia.

THE MOST VALUABLE MACHINE FOR
Builders and Carpenters, Furniture, Carriage, Agricultural

Implement, Sash and Door, Waved and Straight Molding,
and Piano Manufacturers, complete for all kinds of Irregular and
straight work in wood, hard or soft, superior to all others, having
the capacity of 20 good mechanics, called the Variety Molding
and Planing Machine. We own 9 patents covering the valuable
Inventions for machines with upright mandrels. We hear there
are parties manufacturing machines infringing on some one or
more of our patents. We caution the public from purchasing
such infringements. Our patents secure to vis tiie machine with
either Iron or wooden table through which are two upright man
drels, having cutters in each head held by a screw nut; also,
combination collars, saving 75 per cent in cutters, feed table to
plane and cut, Irons outside the cutters, preventing wood from
taking undue hold. Also guards acting as plane stocks, making
it safe for a boy to run.
These machines arc manufactured for America and Europe,

only at the Hamilton Machine Works, No. 211 East Twenty-second
street. New York. Address COMBINATION MOLDING and
PLANING MACHINE CO., 911 Ea*t 23d-st., New York. Agents
solicited. Send for circular giving full description. 4 tf

"VTYSTROM'S NEW BOOK ON PROPELL-
JLl ERS. Just Published.
ON TrTECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION AND THE CONSTRUC

TION OK SHIPS AND SCREW PROPELLERS FOR NAVAL
AND MARINE ENGINEERS. By John W. Nystrom, late
Acting Chief Engineer U. S. N. Second edition, revised with
additional matter. Illustrated by 7 engravings. 12mo. By
mail, free of postage $8 50.

Among the varied and valuable contents of this able book will
be found descriptions of the best Propellers* now in use, with illus
trations and directions for their construction, such as the follow
ing:—
Review of Screw Propellers ; To Construct a Plain Screw ; Pro

peller with a Compound Expanding Pitch; Propeller as Con
structed bv Chief Engineer Isuerwood ; Propeller as Constructed
from Mr. Isherwood's Drawings; Centripetal Propeller ; Centri
petal Propeller with Compound Expanding Pitch.

ra-My New Catalogue of PRACTICAL & SCIENTIFIC
BOOKS, complete to July 1, 1866,1s Just ready and will be Bent
free of postage to any one who will favor me with his address.
HENRY CAREY "BAIRD, Industrial Publisher, 406 Walnut

street, Philadelphia. 6 2

LATHES, PLANERS, AND OTHER TOOLS,
on hand and to order, from Lowell Machine Shop.

STEVENSON & PEIRSON,
6 13] 48 Kilby street. Boston.

Gr

OULD MACHINE COMPANY,
Newark J

IKON AND WOOIMVOKKINO MACHINERY,
STEAM FIRE ENGINES.

Send for a Catalogue. B tf

T>LANS AND DESIGNS FOR A

NEW CAPITOL,

AT ALBANY,

STATE OF NEW YORK.

Office of "The New Capitol Commissioners," }
Albany, Jul}' 13th, 1806. t

Architects are Informed that Plans and Designs for a NEW
CAPITOL at Albany, will be received by the Commissioners, at
their Office, until the fifteenth dav of November next, at noon.
A printed statement of instructions and details, and of the pre
miums offered, will be furnished at the Office of the Commission
ers, on application in person or by post.

HAMILTON HARRIS, Albany,
JOHN V. L. PRUYN, Albany,
O. B. LATHAM, Seneca Falls.

5 5] Commissioners.

MORSE'S Patent TWIST DRILL8, CHUCKS,
SOCKETS, etc.

A full assortment mav be found In New York at F. W. Bacon &
Co.'s, 84 John street ; Peter A. Frasse, 95 Fulton street ; Nathnsln,
KuglerA Morrison, 239 Bowery. In Boston, at A. .I. Wilkinson
& Co.'s. No. 2 Washington street ; May & Co.'s, No. 1 Broad street.
In Philadelphia, Wm. P. Walter & Son's, l^SB Market street. In
Hartford, at Francis & Gridlcy's, 343 Main street. In San Fran
cisco, at Marsh, Pllsbury & Co.'s, corner Pine and Front streets.
In London, England, at Keith & Co.'s, 18 y. Fenchurch street, and
at the Factory, corner Fourth and Bedford streets, New Bedford,
Mass. 6

T^VEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING,
Xj YALE COLLEGE.
Courses of instruction in the various branches of Civil and

Mechanical Engineering, occupying threo vears, are regularly
given In the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College. The next
College year commences on the 13th of September. For Circu
lars, giving further Information, address Profs. WM. A. NORTON
or C. S. LYMAN, or the Secretary of the School,

Prof. GEO. J. BRUSH,
6 3] New Haven, Conn.

WINANS'S Incrustation Powder. Successfully
used Ten Years. Proves Efficient in preventing Scale. No

foaming, nor explosions, nor corrosion. H. W. W1NANS, N. Y.

MILL-STONE DRESSING DIAMONDS SET
in Patent Protector and Gnldc. Sold bv JOHN DICKIN

SON, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, and Importer of Dia
monds, for all mechanical purposes; also, Manufacturer of Gla
ziers' Diamonds, No. 64 Nassau street. New York City. Old dia
monds reset. N. B.—Send postage stump for descriptive circular
of the Dresser. 6 12

BROUGHTON'S PATENT GAGE COCKS,
Graduating Lubricators, Transparent Oil CupB, Warranted

the best lu the Market. Sold, Wholesale, by John Ashcroft, Todd
& Raffcrtv, Woodward Steam Pump Co.. and all large dealers.
5 13] BROUGHTON & MOORE, Manufacturers, New York.

A MESSIEURS LES INVENTEURS—AVIS
important. Lcs lnventenrs non famlliersavec lalangue An-

glaisc, et qui prefereraient nous communlquer lours inventions
en Frnneaia pcuvent nous addresser dans leur langue natale.
Envoycz nous un dcssln et uno description concise pour notre
examen. Toutes communication seront regues en confidence.

MI NX & CO..
Scientific American Office, No, 87 Park Row, New Vol*!

IRON AND WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
Constantly on hand, at Manufacturer's prices,

Machinery Depot,
HAWKINS & JAMES,

68'] South Wells street, Chicago, 111.

SAIRD'S NEW CATALOGUE
OF PRACTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS,

iplctc to July 1, 1H66, will be sent free of postage to any one
who will favor mo with his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD,
Industrial Publisher,

406 Walnut street, Philadelphia.

IMMENSE IMPROVEMENT IN STEAM.—W.
C. HICKB'S PATENT STEAM ENGINES save 75 per cent In

space, weight, friction, and parts, with great economy In steam.
Adapted to all uses. For circular addrens the

HICKS ENGINE CO.,
6 eowtt No. IS Liberty street, N. Y.

PLATINUM, IN ALL FORMS, FOR ALL
Purposes, wholesale nnd retail. H. M. KAYNOR, Importer,

748 Broadway, New York. Scrap and Ore purchased. 26 eow5»

TWO POWERFUL HYDRAULIC PRESSES
For Sale by T. W. KRAUSE,

26 eow 5*] 74 and 76 West Washington street, Chicago, 111.

/^AN I OBTAIN A PATENT?—FOR ADVICE
\ J and instructions address MUNK & CO., 37 Park Row, New
York, for TWENTY YEARS Attorneys for American and For
eign Patents. Caveats and Patents oulckly prepared. The Scien
tific American |3 a year. 30,000 Patent cases have been pre
pared bv M. & Co.

QETS, VOLUMES AND NUMBERS.
Entire Bets, volumes and numbers of Scientific Amkbicak

(Old and New Series) can be snpplied by addressing A. B. C. Box
No. 778, care of MUNN & CO., Niw York

JUST PUBLISHED—THE INVENTOR'S AND
MECHANIC'S GUIDE.-A new book upon Mechanics. Pat

ents, and New Inventions. Containing the U. S. Patent Laws.
Rules and Directions for doing business nt the Patent Office; 112
diagrams of the best mechanical movements, with descriptions;
the Condensing Steam Engine, with engraving and description ;
How to Invent ; How to Obtain Patents ; Hints upon the Valne of
Patents;How to sell Patents : Forms for Assignments ; Information
upon the Rights of Inventors, Assignees and Joint Owners ; In
structions as to Interferences. Refssnes, Extensions, Caveats, to
gether with a great variety or useful information in regard to pat
ents, new inventions and scientific subjects, with scientific tables,
and many Illustrations. 108 pages. This Is a most valuable work.
Price only 25 cents. Address MITNN 4 CO. 37 Park Row, N. Y. 15tf

T70R PATENT SCROLL SAWS, PATENT
ff? Power Mortising Machines, Tenoning, Boring, and Doweling
Machines, Sash, Blind, and Door Machinery', of the latest and
most improved description, nddress J. A. FAY & CO., Cincin
nati, Ohio. 6dtf

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY, THE SUB
SCRIBER is Agent in New York for J. A. Fay & Co., C. B.

Rogers & Co.. Ball & Williams, Richardson, Meriiam & Co.. H. B.
Smith, Gray & Woods, Lane & Bodley, D. Doncaster, and all other
manufacturers of Wood-working Machines.

S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Piatt street. d

ALCOTT'S CONCENTRIC LATHES.—FOR
Broom, Hoe, and Rake Handles, Chair Rounds, &c, and all

other kinds of Wood-working Machinery, for sale by S. C. HILLS,
13 Piatt street. Now York. b

70R PATENT STAVE AND BARREL MA

. chlnery, Shingle Machines, Et
4btf

,. A. FAT* CO.,
tadnnafl, Oalo.

BAIRD'S NEW CATALOGUE
OF PRACTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS,

Complete to July 1, 1866, will be sent free of postage to any one
who will favor me with his address.

CAREY BAIRD,
Industrial Publisher,

406 Walnut street, Philadelphia.
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BAILLY'S CHUfLV.

Tho objoct, in producing butter, is to agitate tho

cream rapidly so as to break the vesicles in which it

is contained, and it is obvious that a great variety of

mechanical contrivances and motions can be intro

duced for the purpose. It is claimed that many of

tho churns in common use injure the grain of the

butter, and thereby reduce its market value ; but the

inventor says that the one hero shown is capable of

reducing the cream in a much shorter space of time

than common churn?, and that a superior quality of

butter is made by it. Tho chiof novelty is in the

dasher, which is constructed in two parts, A and B ;

tho lower disk, B, has a hole through it, and is sus

pended from the upper one by rods, C ; these rods

allow tho disk to rise and fall vertically. As the

dasher is forced down through the cream, the latter

passes up around tho edges of tho dasher to the top

of it.

On raising the dasher again tho bottom disk drops,

thus affording an opening through the valve, D, by

which tho cream falls to tho bottom again, thus

continually passing and repassing through open

ings, and against the surfaces of the several parts,

 

resulting in the end desired. There are partitions,

E, in the top of the valve, and also in the upper disk,

so that the process is expedited, nnd there is a loose

disk, F, which plays up and down on the dasher rod,

and equalizes the flow and pressure through the

various parts.

The dasher is worked by the handle, G, which is

attached to a rod, H, so that it can vibrato freely

and allow the dasher to rise without binding.

This invention was patented by Thomas R. Bailey,

through the Scientific American Patent Agency,

April 4, 1806. For further information address him

at Lockport, N. Y.

mutual Dependence.

Farmers are popularly supposed to be " independ

ent," that is, above tho necessity of calling on their

neighbors or individuals who follow other callings,

for the necessaries of life, but reflection will show

that all classes of society, in a state of civilization,

are mutually dependent. The farmer raises his

bread and his clothing, but if no one buys his sur

plus, he must live in a hut devoid of all that makes

life agreeable.

A " Digger " Indian is an example of " independ

ence," and an example of tho most abject degrada

tion the human species can sink to. His clothing is

nothing at all in summer, and, in winter, what he

can find. His meat is carrion and insects, and his

honu a burrow in the ground. Who wouldn't be

independent t

A cotton factory costing $75,000 is to be erected

at Auburn, Alabama.

ELLIOTT'S SASH SUPPORT.

This sash supporter is also a lock or guard against

undcsirablo intruders, such as midnight marauders

and others of tho baser sort. It is readily attached

is elastic, and the latter non-elastic, and is used for

the main stays of the web. Dr. Wilder has at

present several young broods living in his room at

Boston, and also at the Cambridge Conservatory.

 

to any window sash, and not only serves the pur

poses alluded to, but also prevent* rattling and

shaking of the window in its casement.

In detail, it is a casting, A, provided with a rod, B,

roughened at tho end, which works against the

side of the frame, as shown by joints in tho engrav

ing. A handle, C, is fastened to the end of the rod,

and so formed that it can be turned down, as in Fig.
 

1, or thrown out horizontally, as in Fig. 2. When

horizontal, the corrugated or Bpiked foot is with

drawn from contact with the casement, and the sash

can be raised ; when vertical the foot is thrown in and

tho sash is held suspended at any point. These fittings

can be applied to any sash, old or new.

The invention was patented by J. W. Elliott, June

12, 1866, to whom all communications should be ad

dressed, box 556, Toronto, C. W.

The Silk Spider of South Carolina.

Dr. Wilder, in a lecture recently dclivored in Bos

ton, claims that the silk species of spider was dis

covered by him in August, 1863, and from its body

he wound ono hundred and fifty yards of silk in one

hour and a quarter. In 1864, an officer in the army

wound three thousand four hundred and eighty-four

yards from thirty spiders, a single thread being

sufficiently strong to sustain a weight of 44 to 107

grains. In 1865, Dr. Wilder, after many disappoint

ments, succeeded in getting a number of the spiders,

though from ignorance of their habits, etc., they all

died ; but from their eggs several hundreds were

afterward raised. The silk is either golden-yellow

or silver-white, and of great brilliancy ; the former

Explosion of Bombshell*.

A few days since a bombshell exploded in some

hydraulic works at Brooklyn, breaking the arm and

otherwise severely injuring the limbs of the work

man who was engaged in breaking it up. Explo

sions and accidents of this naturo are becoming far

too common, nor is it over-stating the case when it

is said that scarcely a fortnight has elapsed since

the war in which similar catastrophes have not

occurred. The shell in question was brought from

Richmond, along with a lot of old iron, and it waa

evidently supposed that the length of time which,

had elapsed since its manufacture, and the rusty

condition in which it was found, precluded the

possibility of its explosion. This, however, by no

means followB.

Some twenty years ago a relic of the old French

war was picked up at Lake George, which spoke

loudly for itself and told emphatically what it was

made for. This was a bombshell, which was found

in the lake, near the shore, under Fort William

Henry, and which was in all probability discharged

at the fort at the time that the Marquis do Montcalm

besieged it in 1758. This shell must, therefore, have

lain at the bottom of tho lake alxmt eighty years.

Those who found it undertook the fool-hardy ex

periment of testing its efficiency, and opplied a fuse

to it. To their astonishment it exploded, and a piece

of it passed through the side of tho Ijike House

(which is of wood) and lodged in an attic chamlx:r.

Mr. Sherrill, the proprietor of the house at that

time, deposited this piece of the shell, together with

an account of the transaction, in the cabinet of

the Brooklyn Lyceum, where both may be seen.

The composition of this shell was found to be differ

ent from those now in use—the iron being mixed

with some brittle and earthy material. That which

makes this case tho more remarkable is the fact of

the length of time which it had lain under water.

—Journal of Commerce.

The survey of tHe proposed Chattanooga and Cin

cinnati Railroad was begun on the 6th of August,

at which time the work of locating the line was also

begun. About a million of dollars have been sub

scribed in Cincinnati for the road.
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INVENTORS, MANUFACTURERS.

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Is the largest and most widely

circulated Journal of Its class In thin country. Each number con

tains sixteen pages, with numerous illustrations. The numbers

for a year make two volumes of 416 pages each. It also contains

a full account of all the principal Inventions and discoveries of

the day. Also, valuable Illustrated articles upou Tools and

Machinery used In Workshops, Manufactories, Steam and Me

chanical Engineering, Woolnn, Cotton, Chemical, Petroleum, and

all other Manufacturing Interests. Also, Fire-arm , War Imple

ments, Ordnance, War Vessels, Hallway Machinery, Electric,

Chemical, and Mathematical Apparatus, Wood and Lumber Ma

chinery, Hydraulics, Oil and Water Pumas, Water Wheels, Etc.,

Household, Hortlcultn al, and Farm Implements—this latter

Department being very full and of great value to Farmers and

Gardeners, articles embracing every department of Popular

Science, which every body can understand and which every body

Ukcs to read.

Also, Reports of Scientific Societies, at home and abroad. Patent

Law Decisions and Discussions, Practical Recipes, Etc. It also

contains an Ofllclal List of all the Patent Claims, a special feature

of great value to Inventors nnd owners of Patents.

Published Weekly, two volumes each year, commencing Janu

ary and July,

Per annum $3 00

Six months 1 50

Ten copies for One Tear 25 00

Canada subscriptions, 25 cents extra. Specimen copies sent free.

Address

MUNN & CO., Publishers,

No. 37 Park Row, New York City

Mcssn. MTJNN ft CO. have had twenty years' experience In

procuring Patents for New Inventions. Inventors who may have

Such business to transact can receive, free, all needful advice hoir

to proceed.

PBOX THE STEAM PRESS OP JOHN A. GRAY * UREXH.




